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**Issue #35: Selected Issues Arising Near, At, or Following the Death of a Child**

*Click on the “bookmark” tab on the left-hand side of the PDF document for links to the following articles.*

**Two Poems**

*Noah Newport*

Noah is the son of our "resident poet," Scott Newport, whose contributions have appeared in many issues of this E-Journal. Here Noah shares two poems, one about the "last breaths" of his brother, Evan, and the other about himself.

**My Time to Cry**

*Anne Ryan*

Anne is the mother of Mitchell, who was born with a life-threatening condition. Here Anne describes some of their experiences during the five years before Mitchell's death. She also praises some of the professionals who took part in caring for Mitchell.

**The Little Boy on the Wall of Courage**

*Colton Radenbaugh*

Colton is Mitchell's brother and Anne's other son. In this article, Colton reflects on Mitchell's life, the care he received from Anne and many professionals at a children's hospital, and Mitchell's death. Colton explains what the children on the Wall of Courage and their family members need from professional care providers.

**How to Talk to a Parent Who has Lost a Child. From Someone Who's Been There.**

*Samantha Hayward*

After the death of her daughter, Ella, Samantha reports that she had "been surprised by people’s genuine kindness and empathy as much as I’ve been repeatedly shocked & disappointed by their lack of it." In this article, she offers “ten things I wish people knew about the loss of a child. Maybe one of my ten points might make a difference to a bereaved parent’s life.”

**Caring for Surviving Children before, during, and following the Death of a Sibling: A Funeral Director’s Perspective**

*Patrick E. Lynch & Brigid G. Lynch, MA, LPC*

In this article, Patrick and Brigid offer the perspective of funeral service providers when there are siblings in a family that experiences the death of a child. The authors recommend that "Parents, no matter how difficult it is, must attempt to address the sadness, fears, and other feelings of the remaining children in the family." This includes involving children in the care of their sibling, time alone in conversation, and open dialogue before, during, and after the death occurs. Finally, the article observes: “The common theme associated with children's funerals seems to be allowing, even encouraging, familial participation. In this way, family members including children are able to ‘do’ something of purpose at a time when doing anything at all seems an impossible concept.”

**Let Us Touch: Palliation and the Physical Exam at the Time of Dying**

*Emily Riegel, MD, FAAPMD, FAAP*

The author notes that when a child is near death, professional care providers often “have our own concerns about causing more distress, pain, or discomfort . . . Still, when parents are willing, doing a physical exam and offering physical touch and comfort can be ‘an act of normalization,’ a sign that their daughter, even with a terminal condition, still deserved full attention and consideration. It meant she wasn’t just being 'written off' because she carried an extra chromosome. It meant she mattered, and that she was an individual who should be seen and known as such, rather than only being judged based on her diagnosis." Examining and holding a child can model good care for many parents. By contrast, “When the exam is not done, when their child is not touched, it signals that their child does not deserve the same kind of care as a 'normal' child. It may signal a lack of concern or care, or even a fear, of the child.”
Last Hours: The Most Tender of Journeys  
Pamela Mange, RN, CHPPN  
In this article, an experienced pediatric hospice nurse offers nine points in a program of best practice to help prepare families for what could or is likely to happen when a child is imminently dying. She also writes about the great value of being present at the time of death, if at all possible—"Parents never forget that final moment"—and of following up afterwards.

When the Time Comes: Little Things Really Matter  
When the Time Comes: How to Help When a Child Dies in the Home  
Liz Sumner RN, BSN, MA ORGL  
In these two articles, an experienced pediatric hospice nurse explores some of the many "little things" that can matter a great deal near, at, or around the time of the death of a child. The first article describes suggestions to offer to a family, rituals at the time of death, creating keepsakes of various types, and some of the many transitions that are likely to occur. The second article presents these and other suggestions in the form of 11 bulleted points. Both articles emphasize situations involving the death of a child at home.

Guidelines for Care and Caring at the End of a Child’s Life  
Checklist for Care and Caring at the End of a Child’s Life  
Suzanne S. Toce, MD, FAAP  
These two articles set forth a set of nine detailed guidelines around which to organize care at the end of a child's life. The first article offers nine "prompts to encourage discussion and planning" along with examples of scripts for how to foster dialogue. The second article reduces the main points of the guidelines to a simple checklist. The underlying lesson is that "there should be a plan, regular review/update of the plan, and review to ensure compliance with the plan."

Shining the Light: End-of-Life Care Focus in Pediatric Oncology  
Claire Vesely RN, BSN, CHPPN  
This article gives special attention to issues that often arise in pediatric oncology when a child's death is imminent. Its goal is "to improve the anticipatory guidance given to families of what to expect" by reframing symptoms, explaining decreases in pharmacology and medical interventions, dispelling confusion about blood transfusions, foreseeing the possibility of a pre-death rally (sometimes called "The Last Good Day Convention"), and explaining palliative sedation, if appropriate. The article concludes with a brief discussion of simple strategies well known to palliative care teams that can be helpful to parents at the end of their child's life.

Medication Considerations at or surrounding a Child’s Death  
Melissa Hunt, Pharm.D.  
We are pleased to include in this issue what we believe is the first detailed discussion of pharmacological issues in this E-Journal. Melissa provides a detailed exposition of sublingual and rectal routes of administration of medications near the end of life, as well as common hospice medications that are appropriate for each of these routes. The article also explores discontinuing medications as patients approach the end of their lives and weaning off medications. Also discussed are the value of comfort care kits and disposal of unused medications.

Two Documents from the Pregnancy Loss and Infant Death Alliance (PLIDA)  
We conclude this issue with two documents from PLIDA. These are a practice guideline about "Offering the Baby to Bereaved Parents" and a position statement on "Delaying Post Mortem Pathology Studies." We reprint these documents (with permission) because we believe they offer practical and helpful advice to readers. In so doing, we note that while the first of these documents is framed in terms of very young children, much of its contents are applicable to situations involving any bereaved parent.

Items of Interest  
In each issue of our ChiPPS E-Journal, we offer additional items of interest.
TWO POEMS

Noah Newport
Brother of Evan
c/o scottandpenni@hotmail.com

His Last Breaths
The beeps just kept coming
As the fun free feeling was numbing
I could not let go
My hands were noodles
For his heart was starting to slow
His grip was growing weak
As my eyes started to leak
His last breaths were silent
The doctors could not do anymore treatment
He has now passed
It happened all too fast like a guns blast
For him to be my brother I was thankful
Now he is somewhere better with an angel.

Noah,
Loving, caring, giving, and smart,
Brother of Evan and Chelsea,
Lover of football, ice cream, and family,
Who feels sadness when you lose someone you love,
Excitement when you get on the
Football field, joy when you’re with your family

Who needs your parents, sports, and a home
Who gives inspiration, support, and toys to the poor
Who fears losing something close to you
Heights and the end of the summer
Who would like to see earth from space
The pyramids and the world’s largest tree

Who lives in one of the only two story houses on Samoset St
And has a baby tree
Just trying to grow big
Newport
This morning my oldest son, Cole, sent me a text. It said, “Visited our favorite little boy today❤️”. The attachment was a picture of my youngest son’s gravestone. It was surrounded by a blanket of fresh snow. I live in Georgia now, where there is no snow, and I suddenly felt a million miles away from my heart.

I was at work when I read it, and I just wanted to cry. That seems fair, right? But I didn’t. I put my phone aside and pulled myself together. It’s been three and a half years since Mitchell died, yet random moments like this sometimes punch me in the gut. They come out of nowhere, with no warning, and despite what everyone tells you, it never gets easier.

My son, Mitchell, came rushing into this world on May 20, 2005, sixteen weeks premature, in a whirlwind of tubes, needles, ventilators, and medication. From the day he was born, Mitchell was a fighter. He overcame obstacles that doctors never thought he could, and when I finally brought him home from the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, I knew Mitchell would do great things. But I had no idea that it was the “how” he would do great things that would be the most profound.

When he was one, he was diagnosed with severe spastic quadriplegia, a form of Cerebral Palsy. I was told he would likely never walk, talk, or feed himself. I immediately mourned the little boy he would never be. No baseball games, no riding a bike, no talks about girls. I was brokenhearted for him…and for me. But he wouldn’t let me feel that way for very long. All I had to do was look into those big green eyes, feel the warmth of his hand holding mine, and I knew he was happy just the way he was. He didn’t want to live life any other way. He was perfect.

I spent the next five years being taught how to live by a sweet little boy in a bright blue wheelchair. He taught me about courage, and how to be passionate about the things that are important to me. He taught me how to take risks and to never tell myself I couldn’t make it. I never would have imagined that a tiny little boy would have such a profound impact on my life. But he did.

Because of Mitchell I met many new people…doctors, nurses, therapists, and teachers. All of Mitchell’s specialists were at Mott Children’s Hospital at the University of Michigan, and we traveled back and forth a couple times a month from the southwest corner of the state so they could tend to his many needs. I worked tirelessly to educate myself about his condition and the many problems that surrounded it. All along, the doctors and nurses that cared for Mitchell became the rock that I leaned on. They offered me ideas, support, and respected my decisions. Most importantly, they showed my son the love and respect any child deserves; especially a child with special needs.

Mitchell thrived. He attended school where he made me little paintings and art projects, he went on field trips, and he was learning to communicate. We went for countless walks on the beach, he loved eating anything and everything, he was crazy about his cartoons, and he always had a smile for all the people who came to know and love him (and those he met for the first time).

At the beginning of 2010, Mitchell began to change. Things happened subtly at first, so subtly that I didn’t
notice right away. He wasn’t his usual happy self. He didn’t laugh as much as he used to. I began to get more and more calls from school telling me he wasn’t feeling well. We made many trips to the doctor and they all came up empty. Nothing was really wrong with Mitchell, he just wasn’t himself. During the summer of that same year, Mitchell started having trouble breathing, and after a couple of 911 calls and subsequent visits to the local ER where he was stabilized and sent home, Mitchell was finally rushed to Mott Hospital. He was very sick. Not the immediately diagnosable sick, but the twisted in pain, respiratory distress, can’t find a reason why kind of sick. Me and my fragile little boy spent two months in Mott’s PICU trying to figure out what was wrong, while Mitchell was trying to tell us it was his time to die—something I never wanted to hear and tried my best to ignore.

No stone was left unturned, no test was overlooked. For those long two months, Mitchell and I were treated like we were part of a family. A family that was pieced together from many different roles. We were parents, doctors, nurses, social workers, and many, many more. We laughed, we cried, we rejoiced, and we reflected. I taught them about Mitchell, they taught me about medicine, and together we learned about life. We, as a team, worked tirelessly to try and heal my poor sick boy. In the midst of everything, Mitchell was teaching us how to be better people. He taught us what it means to be a fighter. He taught us that you can find love, strength, and hope in the saddest places, and he taught us that you don’t always have to survive to make a big difference.

On October 3, 2010, although Mitchell couldn’t talk, in my mind, I finally heard the words that he had been trying to tell me for months, “Mommy, I’m done. I came here to make a difference and I did. Now I have to go.” I never questioned those words, never doubted them, but they hurt. In the end, I realized that he had given me, and so many others, the greatest gift: the gift of knowing him, loving him, and learning from him. Later that day, I sat in a family meeting with all his specialists. I was a single mom, and although I was doing this by myself, I wasn’t alone. I told my “family” what Mitchell wanted. No one said a word. It was like he had told them, too, and I had been the first to say it out loud. These people, who had worked tirelessly for months, lost sleep, came in on their days off to heal my boy, had finally realized, too, that Mitchell had accomplished what he came here to do. He brought us together, made an impact on our lives, and now he was giving us the ability to help others. You see, when a child like Mitchell comes along, you are never the same. You look at the world differently, you look at people differently, and you look at life differently.

One of the PICU fellows that had cared for Mitchell from the beginning came around the table to my chair. I was still sitting there thinking about the monumental decision I had just made, when he dropped to his knees and took me by the hand. He told me that I had made the most selfless decision I had ever seen a parent make. He told me that I was absolutely doing what was right for my son. Then he asked if he could do one more thing for Mitchell. He wanted to make sure that my boy didn’t suffer. He called the pain management team to come make Mitchell as comfortable as possible as he spent his last hours with us.

I went to the room where I had spent the last several months praying for a miracle, lifted my son out of his bed, and buried my face in his neck. Slowly, staff started trickling in. Some to remove the many tubes and needles from his body, some to come say goodbye, and some to just sit and reminisce about the boy they had come to love.

Mitchell took his last breath, in my arms, on October 5, 2010, surrounded by a half dozen doctors and nurses.

Some might think that having your child die in the hospital is sad. That maybe it’s cold and impersonal.
But let me tell you, that isn’t always true. I wouldn’t have had it any other way. Everyone is different. We are all comforted in different ways. I was comforted by the fact that I was with people that loved my son, and who loved me. We were with people who worked as hard as they did to heal him as they did to help me survive. The doctors and nurses that cared for us will forever be in my heart. Most are still a part of my life all these years later.

When I got home from work tonight, I took out my phone and reread my text from Cole. I cried. And that’s okay. I miss my sweet Mitchell, and I always will.
October 5th 2010 is a day that I will not forget not only because of what happened, but also because of how much it made me realize how thankful I was to have had Mitchell as a little brother. On that day, I came to understand how much Mitchell had been such a pivotal part of influencing and making me the person I am today, without ever uttering a single, comprehensible word. Never would I have expected that someone so small and innocent would be able to teach me about life, death, and the importance of family, by simply being here.

I was in my hometown of St. Joseph, Michigan, and had been for the entirety of Mitchell's last visit to the Mott Children's Hospital at the University of Michigan. While my mother was gone to stay with Mitch at the hospital, which was on the other side of the state, I had been charged with looking after my little sister, Hanna, and our house. As a senior in high school, responsibility was something I was accustomed to. Though I was extremely busy during this part of my school year with football, extracurricular groups, and AP classes, I knew how much it meant to my family for me to be able to fill in for my mother when this unfortunate hospitalization with Mitchell came about. Even if Mitchell took up a good amount of our mother's time prior to this, she still tried as hard as humanly possible to always make it out to our sporting and school events—even taking Mitchell out to support us, as he was the biggest little fan our school team, The Bears, had that year. Every one of our friends' parents and family members knew who the cheerful little boy in the wheelchair was at those games.

On the day of Mitchell's death, it was a Tuesday, I had been woken up by what I thought was my alarm, but instead, it turned out to be my mother calling me. I answered the phone and instantly could tell from the delivery of her first word that this was the call; Mitchell was going to pass away. She told me to ready my sister and myself, because our Aunt Janet was going to pick us up to go to Mott. I had a moment of disarray as I tried to get my sister up and ready us for the arrival of our Aunt. I'd known Mitchell was sicker this time around than any other before, but he had always pulled through these rough bouts with his health ever since he was born. I had become so used to him being the tough little boy who could beat any odds, that I didn't think it would ever come to us having to say goodbye. This mindset, that had made me take for granted the resiliency of my brother, was one of the biggest regrets that I had.

Goodbye, this was the only thing that I could think of the entire ride across the state to Ann Arbor. All I wanted in that moment was to be able to say goodbye to my special little brother and let him know how much he had done for me in his short time with us. It was important to me that he wouldn't pass away alone, as he always seemed to enjoy life a little more when all of our family was around him and we were together. Being by his side one last time was the one thing that I was hoping for, that we would have that chance to say goodbye peacefully.

Once we had arrived to Mott, our mother, who was waiting for us in the lobby, met us. I had seen my mom many times before in hospitals and some of those times in terrible dejection, but this was not one of those times. Her face had sorrow on it, but she looked more at peace than what I had seen in the past. I knew that she had been well taken care of and the same for our brother.

As we made our way up to the PICU where Mitchell was, we passed a wall with pictures of lovely-looking children, all happy and full of life, with a short little story of their time on this planet. This was the Wall of Courage, dedicated to the wondrous kids who had been there before, but who were just taken from the world too soon. I remember feeling after passing that wall, that these doctors and nurses in the PICU really cared about the children they were helping. I knew that they, too, would walk past that wall every day and remember the lives of the children that had been walked or wheeled through this wing but who
were no longer here. I remember thinking that even if these children weren’t remembered by others, they would never be forgotten by the people who had helped care for them. This left a powerful impact on me.

While my mother had to endure most of the two-month long ordeal leading up to Mitchell’s death alone, I knew after seeing her in the lobby, that she had more support in that time than she had in a hospital before. She spoke of nurses and doctors in the PICU who had been with her every step of the way—not only including her in every decision and conversation about Mitchell, but also becoming a little part of our family. How they listened and learned from her about Mitchell from late nights and long talks, and about how much he meant to us. I met some of these specialists during my last time with Mitchell and instantly I could tell that they were a caring and thoughtful group. When I met Mitchell’s primary nurse, she already knew so much about me from talking and listening with my mother, that I could feel a sense of comfort with her; similar to a long-time friend. The sensation of understanding and emotional support of family was all that I could feel after meeting most of Mitchell’s attendings, though I had never met any of them before. They gave this doleful and unfortunate event a small feeling of peace.

Being a good physician, especially in the impending death of a loved one, is not always about trying and doing everything you can to help treat the dying family member. It’s also about caring for the family, too. When a group of loved ones are experiencing this, the thing I would say to any doctor is to act human; show some sympathy and vulnerability to the family. Let them know you are more than just a tool of healthcare that looks for ways to cure people, but also an equal in the outcomes of life. The comfort of someone being there, so that a person might not have to cry alone or recollect on the life of the passing on their own, can be invaluable to some people. This type of integrity and caring that my mother and little brother received is something that I am ever grateful for from the team in the Mott PICU. Mitchell was the biggest little lesson that I have ever experienced in my life and I will always miss him.
The soul destroying agony of your child dying is only truly known and understood by those who have endured it. Four years on, I still glance down at my daughter's grave in disbelief. Visiting my child's grave is surreal. It's almost like I've vacated my body and I'm watching someone I don't know standing there putting flowers down.

Is this really my life?

Only a parent understands the powerful bond you have with your child; that absolute undying love you have and that monumental desire that roars like an open fire inside you to protect that child at all costs. It is openly said that a parent will lay down their life for their child, but it is not until you have your own that you truly understand these fierce emotions. Parenting is wearing your heart on the outside of your body. Whatever you imagine it might be like to have your child die, multiply that by about a trillion and you're probably not even close.

On the surface it appears society is accepting of this unbearable sadness and people are supportive and open to talking about it. However, in my situation I’ve been surprised by people’s genuine kindness and empathy as much as I’ve been repeatedly shocked & disappointed by their lack of it. It’s necessary for bereaved parents to be able to talk and, most of all, be able to talk openly. I’ve found it’s the only thing which dispels the trauma.

Sure, friends and family have been supportive, but it’s proven to be the case with me that there is a
mandate as for how long their unwavering support, patience, understanding, concern and empathy lasts. The truth is the situation is so unbearably sad that it becomes incredibly emotionally draining on the other person.

The realization that they can’t fix your sadness sets in, the frustration builds because not even they can see an end in sight, then gradually it starts to impede on the happiness in their life. They haven’t lost their child so why should they spend all their time sad about yours?

I will, for the sake of all the other parents out there with empty arms, write ten things I wish people knew about the loss of a child. Maybe one of my ten points might make a difference to a bereaved parent’s life.

1. **Four years on I get up every day with the exact same sadness I had the day Ella died.** The only difference is I’m more skilled at hiding it and I’m much more used to the agony of my broken heart. The shock has somewhat lessened, but I do still find myself thinking I can’t believe this happened. I thought that only happened to other people. You asked how I was in the beginning yet you stopped, why? Where did you get the information on what week or month was good to stop asking?

2. **Please don’t tell me that all you want is for me to be happy again.** Nobody wants that more than I do, but it’s something that can only be achieved with time. On top of that, I have to find a new happiness. The happiness I once felt, that carefree feeling will never return in its entirety. It also helps to have the patience and understanding from loved ones.

3. **Please don’t say ‘I want the old Sam back!’** Or, I can see the old Sam coming back! Sam’s not coming back. This is who I am now. If you only knew the horror I witnessed and endured, you would know it’s not humanly possible for me to ever be the same person again. Losing a child changes who you are. I’ve been told my eyes look haunted. It’s a strange thing for someone to tell a grieving mother, but it’s true – I am haunted. My views on the world have changed; things that were once important are not now and vice versa. I feel as though you’re telling me two things here. Firstly you don’t like the person I am and, secondly if the old Sam’s not coming back I’m out of here. By the way there is nobody that misses the “old Sam” more than me!!! I’m mourning two deaths here; my daughter’s and my former self.

4. **If you chose to acknowledge my daughter’s birthday or the anniversary of her death on the first year, it’s terribly gut wrenching when you didn’t bother to acknowledge the second or third or fourth.** Do you think any subsequent birthday or anniversary is not as sad for me? It also says to me in very big neon lights that you’ve moved on and forgotten about my daughter.

5. **Please stop with the continual comments about how lucky I am to have my other children particularly my daughter.** Do I say this to you? Then why say it to me? I’ve buried my daughter; do you seriously think I feel lucky?

6. **It’s not healthy to cry in front of the kids?** You’re wrong. It is perfectly healthy that they see I’m sad their sister has died. When someone dies it’s normal to cry. What would not be normal would be for my children to grow up and think “I never even saw my Mum sad over Ella’s death.” That would paint me in a light that would tell them it’s healthy to hide your emotions when obviously it’s not.
7. I have four children I don't have three. If you want to ignore Ella as my third child because she's dead go for it, but don't do it for me. Four not three!

8. There are still some days, yes four years on, that I still want to hide away from the world and take a break from pretending everything is oh so wonderful and I'm all better. Please don't just assume I've thrown in the towel, or worse, actually be so thoughtless as to wonder what's wrong with me. I still know I've married the catch of the century and my children are gorgeously divine and I have a beautiful house, but I'm grieving.

It's mentally exhausting, especially raising three young children and on top of that maintaining a strong and loving marriage. Unbeknownst to you, I'm dealing with not just my own grief, but my beautiful husband's and my two boys.

It would be nice if you congratulated me on the state of my family because keeping it together, stable and happy, has been hard work.

9. I did notice. To the friends and family that found the entire death and dealing with my sadness all too hard and held secret events behind our backs that were lied about, stopped inviting us to things we had always been included in and slowly ended our relationship thinking I didn't notice.

I did notice. The only reason why I never said anything is because I'm not wasting my words on your shameful behavior. I am thankful for something though – I didn't waste any more time on people that were capable of such shallowness and cruelty. Please don't fear. I would be the first one by your side if the same thing happened to you. That should give you some indication of how horrible it is.

10. Grieving for a child lasts until you see them again. It's a lifetime. If you're wondering how long your friend or family member might be grieving for, the answer is forever. Don't rush them, don't trivialize their sadness, don't make them feel guilty for being sad and when they talk to you, open your ears and listen, really listen to what they're telling you. It's possible you'll learn something. Don't be so cruel as to give up on them; remember it's not about you, it's about them.

I've been left repeatedly heartbroken as friends that I truly loved and never thought would walk away from me tossed me into the too hard basket or – more hurtfully – the crazy basket. Phone calls stopped, text messages stopped, comments on Facebook stopped and I get the same thing every time. “Sorry darling I'm just flat out,” “Let's catch up soon” and “I miss you.” The list could keep going but I get it. I'm not the type of person either that is going to pursue a friendship I know the other person doesn't want. Everyone has a conscience and thankfully I don't have to live with theirs.

You would think there are a lot of articles that raise awareness of the awful process associated with grieving for a child, but even stories from other parents are a rarity. The sad reality is there just isn't enough said or printed. You seldom hear through the media about grieving for a child and the impact their death has on all the various people involved.

It can destroy a marriage instantly, it can leave siblings hurt, confused and angry. Often siblings are too young to understand, they're angry that their family is not the same and even angrier that they don't recognize their parents. Losing their sibling is bad enough but so much more is lost for siblings that is never recognized. I could count on one hand the amount of times I've been asked how my boys were.

You might hear about the gory details surrounding a child’s death in the media but that’s about all. There should be so much more written about this topic, and additionally it should be talked about more openly than it is. I'm disappointed not just for me but for all the other grieving parents in society that this topic is met with so much fear and silence.

The bottom line is that people are uncomfortable with the situation and I really don't know why.
feelings tell me it is such a horrific thing that most people don’t want to know about it. Maybe they fear through knowing so much they might become obsessed with their own children dying. Parents worry enough about their children already. Do they really need the added worry about knowing how your child died?

Without question, my daughter Ella dying suddenly has been the worst thing that has happened in my 37 years here on Earth. I doubt that anything in my future is going to top it. Actually, just between us, I beg and plead with God on a daily basis that nothing ever does top that experience, but the truth is I just don’t know.

I’m not a mind reader nor do I have a magic pair of glasses where I can see how the rest of my life will unfold. I just have to hope that nothing ever does, but I have a very real fear it will because it has actually already happened to me. I know without having to hold a psychology degree that having those fears is normal.

What I’ve endured, losing my little princess, has been so unimaginably horrific that I don’t think I would survive something like it again.

What I have had to give emotionally to get through it has dwindled away all my mental strength – just like twenty cents pieces in a kid’s piggy bank. I’m broke – not broken – I’m broke emotionally. I know all the energy I’ve needed over the last four years has not just been spent on my grief for Ella. It’s been on trying to get my friends and family to understand what it’s like to walk in my shoes. I’m angry about that. When I should have been grieving, I was defending myself.

I’m probably very close to being as angry about that as I am about her death. I wish I wasn’t angry. Lord knows I don’t need another emotion but I don’t know how to not be angry, especially with some of the things that people have said and done to me. I talk and talk yet I’m often never actually heard.

I’m not sure if it’s a lack of literature around or perhaps that people simply don’t want to read it because it’s so awful and they don’t want to know someone they love and care about is experiencing so much agony. I personally know though, if I found out a family member or friend had been diagnosed with an illness or disease, or worse, their child, I would be on Google immediately finding out more about it and how I could best help. So why is it that this doesn’t seem to apply with the death of a child?

Most people just think they know. I find this extremely frustrating. The death of your child is the worst thing that can happen to a person, yet most feel educated enough to advise, to criticize, to lend their words of wisdom when they don’t know the first thing about it. Get over it? Why don’t we see if you could get over it first!
Most people wouldn’t know that when I meet someone new I instantly become uncomfortable and filled with dread. I know at any moment when I engage in conversation the question is going to arise about my family and how many children I have. I would love not to have to tell them. Life would be a lot easier if I could take that path. However, I do have another child. Her name is Ella. She would now be four but she died when she was 19 days old. She isn’t lost – I know exactly where she is, she’s dead.

Ella is my third child and she deserves to be acknowledged just as much as my other children. I’ve lied before saying I have only three children, but the guilt that follows me around for days on end is just simply not worth it. I can actually hear Ella saying to me, “don’t I matter anymore Mummy?” “Why were you too ashamed to talk about me?”

So personally for me, as much as I don’t want to tell someone I don’t know very well that my daughter is dead, the guilt of not acknowledging her is worse. I don’t have three children, I have four and my daughter is not my only daughter – I have another as well. It’s pot luck what their reaction is going to be. There’s no telling what they’re going to say. You just have to close your eyes, cover your broken heart and hope they don’t plunge that knife further in.

If I could have my questions answered on why people give so much advice on a topic that they know so little about, it would really help me. What has surprised me so much since Ella’s death is how little empathy there is in the world. Empathy to me is a no brainier. You just imagine you’re in the other person’s shoes, simple yes? Apparently not. Just think how you would like to be treated and if you wouldn’t like it, don’t do it. You never know what your life holds – one day it could be you wearing my shoes!

I hope this article about my personal thoughts and opinions helps at least one person understand to some degree what life is like for the bereaved parent ❤

I dedicate this article to my soul mate, Darren. I’m the luckiest girl in the world having you, my darling. I love you more and more every day, you’re simply perfect and after fifteen years my heart still skips a beat when I see you. My friend Natalie Donnelly & her daughter Eryn. To put it simply: she is an angel and if the world was full of Natalies, it would be a better place. Also my bestie Liv thank you for letting me be and never smothering me with pointless words. Love you both xx

Samantha Hayward

Samantha Hayward is a stay at home mother married with four children. Tragically, 4 years ago her eldest daughter Ella died suddenly at 19 days to undiagnosed Viral Myocarditis.
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The death of a child is as devastating a loss as any family can endure. When an adult becomes sick and ultimately dies, we are somewhat prepared to accept this as a natural part of life. We are born, we grow up, we grow old, and we die. It’s “normal.” And, because it is “normal” our culture has designed mechanisms to help us cope with the dying, death, and mourning of our adult relatives and friends. But when a child or young adult becomes terminally ill and dies we are often left without a roadmap to help guide us through the terrible journey of bereavement associated with the death of a child. Well-meaning friends and relatives often say hurtful and foolish things: “God only takes the best,” “Only the good die young,” “Now you have an angel to look after you,” to name a few. We can do better.

Baby boomers have a strong desire, almost an instinct, to be participatory in major life events. As a boomer myself, I am reminded of that great birthing concept, LAMAZE, popularized around the time my children were born. My father was in the maternity ward waiting room when my mother gave birth to all nine of their children. He stood on alert with a pocket full of dimes for the phone and a pocket full of cigars for his friends, ready to announce, “It’s a boy!” or “It’s a girl!” When our children were born, I was in the “birthing room” awkwardly saying to my wife over and over again, “Breath honey, breath.” All the while I knew she was not interested in my cheerleading. But, being there in the moment is a boomer want and need.

Similarly when it comes to the care of our parents during their dying, boomers are interested in being involved. It is not entirely coincidental that the U.S. hospice movement blossomed at about the same time that the parents of baby boomers were ageing and dying. Boomers were not willing to drop their loved ones off at a hospital with restrictive visiting hours and limited opportunities to participate in the last days of life. No, they would be at home together, often 24-7, holding hands, praying, weeping, or singing songs. In short, they just wanted and needed to be participatory. It was the natural thing to do. Hospice allowed this to happen. Children have similar needs to be involved.

Most people throughout life contemplate the death of a parent. Married people generally have considered what life would be like if a spouse died. We likewise give thought to the loss of an adult sibling. None of these are easy or pleasant ponderings. What none of us seems prepared for is the illness and death of our children. In fact, if our mind wanders to such thoughts, we instinctively cringe. The truth is, most of us will experience the death of our parents, half of us will experience the death of a spouse, and a high percentage will suffer the loss of a sibling. Very few of us will ever experience the death of one of our children. The odds are in our favor. Less than ½ of 1percent of hospice deaths occur in people under age 24. When it happens, however rarely, hospice workers, the clergy, social workers, councilors, and funeral directors must do our very best to help. We must help with parents, grandparents, other extended family members, and in particular other children impacted by the death.

Open dialogue about the reality of what is taking place, while difficult, is often healing. The honest and considerate sharing of feelings is a starting point for the family to participate together in what is surely among life’s most difficult journeys. Parents whose focus is naturally on their ill child must force themselves to talk to each other about their feelings. When there are other children in the family facing
the death of a sibling, they often feel forgotten or neglected. And while they don’t want to be a bother, they still have needs. Parents, no matter how difficult it is, must attempt to address the sadness, fears, and other feelings of the remaining children in the family. Involving them in the care of their sibling may help. Time alone in conversation allowing them to share what it all means to them may be beneficial. This can be true before, during, and after the death occurs.

A young couple we were serving years ago came to see us as their two-year-old son was home dying. They shared that the boy’s paternal grandfather could not bring himself to discuss his overwhelming sadness. When told that the grandfather was a wood worker who often made coffins back in Italy, we suggested that he begin making a casket in the appropriate size for his grandson. A short time later, the little boy was laid to rest in his grandfather’s heartfelt creation. While the grandfather couldn’t put his feelings into words, he still found a way to express them. Sometimes our jobs are little more than emboldening people to do things they didn’t know they were capable of doing.

Another time, a mother and dad came to us following the death of their son. The boy, age 5, had suffered a long illness and was cared for at home by hospice. His parents and his four older sisters assisted in his care. When asked what the four girls could do to participate in their little brother’s funeral service, we suggested they serve as pallbearers and carry their only brother to his final resting place. They agreed. As they had been involved in caring for him since he was a baby, including carrying him from place to place, it seemed fitting that they carry him on his final journey.

Siblings don’t always get the same support parents do after the death of a child. They are often referred to as the “Forgotten Mourners.”

If you love, you grieve. This is true for adults and children alike. And like adults, a child’s grief presents in many ways. In addition to changes in mood such as sadness and irritability, children also commonly become anxious during grief. And although children are not typically able to identify their anxiety, there are common symptoms, including stomach aches, headaches, changes in grades, changes in sleeping habits, increased fears, and clinginess to adults. Often, children wonder if their parents will ever be “normal” again. They may begin to worry about their own death or the death of their parents. Some children may try to play a dual role in the family, taking on characteristics of their deceased sister/brother. Many children find relief in the death of their sibling, realizing there will be no more hospitals, pain, worry, etc…. And with this relief often comes guilt for having such feelings. Children need to know such feelings are normal and are in no way a denial of their love for their sibling.

Children can’t always put into words their feelings, so in order to facilitate age appropriate discussions, stories, play, and drawing can be utilized. When talking about their pain, children are known to do so in small increments, returning to play or other activities frequently. Children should be given the opportunity to participate in the funeral/memorialization process. They should also be encouraged to help plan activities to remember their sister/brother on birthdays, anniversaries, holidays, and other special occasions.

Clear communication is extremely important with children. Don’t be afraid to use the accurate words such as death and dying. Adults often try to soften discussions with children by using vague language, such as “passed away” or “gone” rather than “died.” This can be confusing to children and in all honesty doesn’t soften the pain. If a death is anticipated, it is extremely important to not only use clear language, but also to be as forthcoming as possible regarding the timing and circumstances of the impending death.

The common theme associated with children’s funerals seems to be allowing, even encouraging, familial participation. In this way, family members including children are able to “do” something of purpose at a time when doing anything at all seems an impossible concept.

Parents and young siblings getting up, getting dressed, and coming to our funeral home to discuss the terribly heartbreaking events that have brought them to us, is a reminder of the existence of something greater than ourselves, God. Because without God’s help, often given through the love and tenderness of
caregivers, most of us couldn’t even move when faced with such sadness.

A thought shared by a minister friend of ours following the death of his teenage son is a comfort. He said, “I can’t believe in my mind, in my heart, or in my theology that God TOOK my son from me. But I do believe in my mind, in my heart, and in my theology that God RECEIVED my son. And, there is a difference.”
LET US TOUCH: PALLIATION AND THE PHYSICAL EXAM AT THE TIME OF DYING
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“Let us touch the dying, the poor, the lonely and the unwanted according to the graces we have received and let us not be ashamed or slow to do the humble work.”
-Mother Theresa

Prior to my rotation in the full-term nursery during medical school, I was never a “baby person.” The appeal of holding those tiny little swaddled up bundles was a mystery to me, until sometime during that week, it happened. The little creatures won me over. Ever since, I haven’t been able to resist holding a sleeping infant, whether mine or someone else’s, and have even become pretty proud of my swaddling skills, which I show off to my pediatric residents any chance I get.

Baby M was no exception to being irresistible. Taking that four-and-a-half-pound baby, who had been lovingly wrapped in an Irish blanket, into my arms felt like the most natural thing in the world. She was a beautiful baby with perfect skin and small, delicate features. Her parents, like any, beamed with pride at their daughter. As I delicately unwrapped her and examined her, listening to her heart and her breath, palpating her pulses, assessing her fontanelles, I whispered and spoke to her as I would any other newborn baby. Her parents watched, mom from her bed and dad standing beside her, and I saw them look at one another, their pride replaced with love and sadness. I finished checking over Baby M, swaddled her up, and placed her back in the arms of her mother. Her parents looked at me with hope and fear, as I told them what I could hear and not hear, feel and not feel, see and not see on their daughter. The routine of this conversation brought a normalcy to the very abnormal situation: we all knew it would be a matter of hours, perhaps days, before this baby died. She had already surprised many doctors and nurses by simply surviving her birth.

When she was still not only alive, but relatively thriving, the following day, I again spent time checking over M. This time, rather than return her to her mother’s arms, I asked them if I might hold her for a while myself. Partially to steal a few baby snuggles, but also to be able to keep a closer eye on her reactivity and her breathing for a longer period of time. I cradled her on my lap, her head resting perfectly in the palms of my hands, and swayed my knees back and forth just as I had with my own two boys when they were infants. It gave me time to observe her and get a sense of the changes that were coming her way, and her parents and I talked about making sure M was comfortable, and that they had all of the supports they needed, and we made a plan for their little family to go spend the rest of M’s time at an inpatient hospice facility near their home.

What I didn’t know at the time, but have been reminded of several times since, was what my actions of doing an exam and offering physical touch and comfort meant to Baby M’s parents. To me, it was an appropriate way to assess their daughter, to offer them the best medical recommendations, as well as a way to sneak in a few moments of holding a sweet baby. For them, it was an act of normalization, a sign that their daughter, even with a terminal condition, still deserved full attention and consideration. It meant she wasn’t just being “written off” because she carried an extra chromosome. It meant she mattered, and that she was an individual who should be seen and known as such, rather than only being judged based on her diagnosis. For a few minutes, there was comfort in the routine, a comfort I hadn’t fully appreciated before that day.

The decision of whether to perform a physical exam, and to what extent it should be performed, on a patient who is in their final hours or days of life can be difficult. Families often request that we “leave him alone” or “not disturb her,” and when those requests are made, it is certainly best to accommodate the
family requests. Rarely is there a need to immediately perform the exam, and it is reasonable to wait until family or patient seem more comfortable with proceeding with an exam. At times we have our own concerns about causing more distress, pain, or discomfort, or about entering a room and invading what may be very important private time for the child with his family. Opting to examine a patient is like any aspect of palliative care: doing the right thing for the patient at the right time in a manner that is as comfortable as possible.

A physical exam, though, which so often can seem like something we do mostly just to fill out the right lines in the chart or check off boxes, can offer us, and our patients and families, so much more. For us, it can provide us information about the physiologic state of the body. As we observe the physical changes, we may have some objective data on which to base our attempts at prognostication. I’ve observed that as the heart begins to slow during apneic episodes it indicates a nearer proximity to death than the absence of this “reactive bradycardia” and I can tell families we have now more assuredly the timeframe of being within hours of death. I would not have gained this had I not gently placed my stethoscope on the chests of hundreds of dying patients. Examining the dying patient also affords us exposure to heart sounds and breath sounds that are rarely heard or are too unpronounced to be appreciated in the otherwise young and healthy patient. In hearing these, I’ve been able to tune my ear to the music of those murmurs and can now pick up on them when they are in their more subtle forms in my seemingly normal and thriving patients. In medicine, as we must commit ourselves to being lifelong learners, we cannot forget to continue honing our most basic of skill sets, and every opportunity our patients generously provide us to see and hear the hidden mysteries on and within their bodies should be respected and appreciated.

For older patients, the physical exam, when performed in a non-burdensome way, can provide them with a reassurance that we are not giving up on them or have written them off for dead. “The way I sound still matters” is the message on the stethoscope. “The way I move is important” may be what is felt when we ask to see examples of it. Patients, through what have likely been countless interactions with health care providers, have been conditioned to believe that a physical exam is a part of any encounter. In our pediatric patients, this is likely less the case, and for them, physical exams may have come to represent pain and unpleasantness. The sight of a stethoscope might induce fear or anxiety of what is to come next, and gradually working with them to let them know that my stethoscope is not a harbinger of pain, that my touch will only ever be gentle and comforting can be a way to designate oneself as an ally and a welcome provider.

Parents may also need time to gain trust in our approach to the physical exam, and again, over time, learn to see us in that light of a gentle ally. Other parents, like those of Baby M, may not yet have had the experience of watching their child struggle in pain with needle sticks and poking and prodding, and still see the physical exam as the most routine and normal thing that any provider does for their child. When the exam is not done, when their child is not touched, it signals that their child does not deserve the same kind of care as a “normal” child. It may signal a lack of concern or care, or even a fear, of the child. Also, we know that parents will follow examples of health care providers in how we physically handle a child. When we pick up their baby, hold their baby, coo at their baby, it sends an important message: your baby needs this, your baby deserves this, your baby can handle this. It may help allay their own fears or worries about holding their baby, and help them to create that important parent-baby bond. Many first-time parents handle their healthy newborns as if they are worried that anything could break the baby. This anxiety can be escalated when the baby has a life-threatening medical condition and parents may feel the baby is even more fragile, causing them increased anxiety about that physical contact. In our role as care providers, we have the ability to take away at least one component of worry in these parents’ hearts.

It can also be beneficial to ask family to have some involvement in the physical exam. Just as pediatric providers know for outpatient exams, kids do best in the arms of their parents. The same is true for palliative and hospice patients. Parents can hold, or lay next to, their child to provide added comfort. When a family member says, “Oh, let me get out of your way,” I encourage them to stay just as they are and explain that I can work around them as long as they are comfortable with that. If I do need to reposition the child, or move blankets or stuffed animals, I ask if they mind helping me do so. I also ask them what changes they have noticed, usually before I comment on the changes I have noticed. If I see
mottling developing, rather than announcing this to the parents, I let them tell me. As I am looking over a child’s feet and legs, I might ask, “Have you seen anything different about her body today?” They may reply, “We noticed her feet are colder today, and kind of purple.” Requesting and validating the parents’ observations reinforces that we see them as the most essential part of the care team. It also opens the conversation regarding how those findings relate to prognosis. In doing this, it can create a space for their worries or questions to be explored so we can continue meeting their emotional needs while providing them with medical information about their child’s condition. Especially for parents who have read books or pamphlets or websites about the dying process, and who know that certain changes indicate that movement toward the time of death, letting them voice those findings, and then following up with, “Sometimes people get worried when they see those color changes. Does it worry you?” This allows them to say, “I read that this happens right before someone dies.” And perhaps to follow up with, “Do you think she is close to dying?” It lets us gauge their readiness for information and need for more information or more support so that we can meet them where they are.

As in all aspects of palliative and hospice care, making decisions about what interventions we conduct is done by weighing the benefits and burdens of those interventions. At times, conducting even a brief physical exam can feel burdensome without any benefit other than to complete our documentation. Until I saw Baby M, most of the time my physical exams were done more from a compulsion of “I have to do it, and I feel bad about doing it.” After meeting Baby M and her parents, though, my perspective changed and I was able to have my eyes open to the other benefits of the physical exam that go beyond the physical and into the whole-person, family-centered care we all strive to achieve.
For team members dedicated to Pediatric Hospice, the last hours can be the most delicate, tender, honorable time. The hospice team is making sure that families understand what is happening, being supportive, guiding, and educating regarding decisions about the “time of death.” Many families that have a dying child, have never been to a funeral, much less had to make “arrangements” for their own child. Families hold out hope in their hearts for a “miracle” to the very end of the journey, even though they are aware in their minds that death is a reality.

Difficult conversations with families about death are not easy, even for hospice professionals. Questions must be asked about the practical details of death, such as “What funeral home are you using? What clothes do you want your child dressed in? Is there a special toy or blanket you want to send with your child?” It has been my experience that most families do not have the energy to discuss these matters before their child dies, while some families have made some decisions privately and decline to discuss the matter with the team. Their hearts are full and broken as they watch their precious child take final breaths and they cannot put into words their choices for their child. The hospice professionals may be present at the time of death, or they may arrive after the child has died. I have found that the best practice is to gently discuss a few details once the child is imminently dying:

- Inform families about the process of “pronouncement” according to organizational policy. This can be done in a gentle, concise manner.
- I would always let the parents know that whatever decisions they make will be the right ones. Most families have just “wrapped their head” around the fact that their child is going to die, and they cannot “go there” to think about the very end of the journey, death. There are several options listed below for team members to think about, discuss, and offer to families at the appropriate time. The “appropriate time” is different for each family, so collaboration within the IDT is a “best practice," as one team member may have a closer relationship with the family than another.
- Explain to families that they could call right away, if staff is not present, or they could take some time before calling the hospice professionals. This is a very tender time for parents and families. They may want their immediate family present, or they may want this to be “their time” with their child.
- Families may want a minister or Chaplain to be present, even if they have refused services previously. If there are siblings or other children in the home, be sure they have their questions answered, after collaboration with the family.
- There may be cultural practices surrounding the time of death. Make sure these are discussed prior to the time of death, or at least ask families about their cultural or religious practices. One of our families wanted the child to stay in the home overnight, and then have the body prepared and returned to the home until the funeral two days later. It was a beautiful time for the family and the other children in the home participated in their rituals.
- Give families the choice in post mortem care. Some families wish to provide post mortem care themselves, especially if the child is older or a teenager. I had a grandmother tell me recently, “he (the patient) would not have wanted you to clean him,” so she provided the care. Some families wish to assist, or bathe their child one last time. Respect for this ritual, if they desire it, is a most tender moment. Some families are too distraught to participate, and this is okay, too.
- Families have the choice to take the child to the funeral home, or have the funeral home come to their home. Some parents cannot bear to have someone come into their home and “take” their child. Please be sure to follow policies of your organization, or try to institute new ones specific for pediatric patients.
The family has the choice of what clothes to dress the child in for the trip to the funeral home. They may want the child dressed in a special t-shirt, or they may desire for the child to wear the clothes they were in when they died. They can also send a stuffed animal, photo, or any other memorabilia.

The family has the choice to carry the child to the funeral home’s vehicle, or have the funeral home come inside. If the funeral home comes inside the house, I always gave the family a private moment before the body is carried out because this will be the last time they see their child in their home. I always speak to the funeral home prior to coming to get the child’s body and ask them to not use a “body bag” and not to cover the child’s face. Several parents have asked the funeral home staff if they will “take good care” of their child. The hospice team can play an important part in providing support by assuring the family, if the funeral home staff does not mention this.

After the child’s body has left the home, it is appropriate for hospice staff to offer condolences, provide support to the family, and begin closure for the hospice relationship. It is the start of the shocking grief journey for parents, and supportive touch, a caring presence, or just caring silence will be the last impression with families. The family will never see their child again in their loving care, and the finality of their child’s most tender journey becomes a reality. One of the most poignant memories I have is with a family that “tolerated” me as the hospice nurse. I had pushed too hard in a conversation about the changes in their child’s condition, and they were not ready to hear information about their child’s decline. When I came to pronounce the patient, there were many people in the home, including their minister. After the body was removed, and I gave the mother a hug, she said to me, “Thank you for not leaving us.” I was asked to hold hands with the group, as the minister gave a prayer. A year later, the mother sent me a card, expressing her appreciation for the care of her child. Parents never forget that final moment.

If “On Call” or “After Hours” staff pronounce the patient, if possible, call and speak to that staff member before the primary team members reach out to the family to offer their own condolences. It helps if you know some details to offer support, as families may or may not want to discuss the events with the primary team member. Attend the celebration, funeral or service if at all possible. Families remember years later the “team” that attended a time to honor their child.

Just as each child is an individual, so is their death. Learn from each one and build upon knowledge to serve families at their greatest hour of need.

Children deserve no less.
Parents prepare in great detail for the time surrounding the birth of a child. In the United States there are many unique ways in which this event can be preserved, choreographed, and shared with friends and family members. When the sorrowful time arrives at the end of a child’s life, there are similar ways to make the experience personalized, poignant, and deeply dignified. Great consideration must be given to these final hours together for the lasting impact they may have upon the family.

Suggestions to introduce to a family

Do they plan to have any siblings present as this time approaches or not? Who will explain this? It would be best if the other children to be present have a reasonable understanding of what they should expect—with all senses. What will they see and hear? What will the child feel like? Allowing the sibling to make a choice is often neglected and later can create additional grief issues of not being able to say goodbye or witness the reality of their brother or sister’s death. Every family has their own unique beliefs on this but may not be aware of the benefit and closeness that can come from being together around the dying child (with preparation) rather than sending the sibling away, not including them at all, and missing the intimacy and intense love that comes from sharing this time as a family unit.

Explain touch regarding temperature, responsiveness. Are there sounds to be prepared for? Is there technology that can be minimized to soften the surroundings and not have them become the focal point for loved ones? Try to remove any DME or supplies not needed at this time in the child’s care to simplify and streamline the environment. This allows for family members to be as near as possible and as unencumbered with hospital-like setting reminders as possible. Some families plan as if it were a birthing plan, to have chosen music that is comforting and familiar to their child playing. They may invite close friends or loved ones to be in attendance as the time draws nearer.

Eight-year-old Matthew had created an invitation list for who should be at his side as he was dying. He created Valentines for each loved one and had purchased a small cross for his siblings prior to this time to be given to them for comfort in his eventual absence. “Guests” were of all ages, but an intimate group surrounding his frail body as he lay on his parents’ lap on the couch in the “heart of the home,” the place where he was lying—on the couch with family cocooned around him.

We can ask parents if they have thought about a mortuary at this time, if it has come up naturally or arranged previously in order to give funeral service providers advance notice that they will be picking up a child at the residence. This may insure a smoother transition when the time comes to have the child’s body leave the home. This decision can be handled with great tenderness. The most reverent of processions can occur when a parent (often a role the father can assume) lovingly carries the precious child from the home to the waiting van or other vehicle. Mortuary attendants must be notified prior to arrival about the age of the child to insure they pay close attention to the unusual nature of the situation and allow for time and intimacy. Typically, the scenario can be described to parents so they can choose who carries the child, thus creating a more gentle departure than being “taken away” from the home. It creates a small sense of control in an impossibly difficult moment, surrendering the body to the hands of the funeral home attendees rather than removed or taken from their home. The subtle difference can make a big impact.

Requesting that the face not be covered in front of the family is another option, as is not having a baby strapped in a car seat but held in the car. Some counties may allow for parents to transport the child themselves, but care must be given to insure they are safe and clear minded enough to drive.
Siblings may wish to send something small to accompany the child: a small token to symbolize their inseparable relationship and love for the deceased. A note, flower, picture drawn, or letter written for burial with the child by loved ones may be comforting and a release of what words alone cannot relieve.

Hospice staff can help inform parents of “what happens next” and the decisions that may need to be made at the time of death. There are many families who choose not to have the hospice/home health team present at this time. Partly because they want it to be just family, but also because the team may indeed have prepared the parents sufficiently to be able to stand on their own, knowing help is available if needed but confident they now know what to do at this most intimate of experiences. As mentioned at the beginning, not unlike the delivery and birth of a baby, it is not random who is there in attendance at the time of death.

Parents will need to be prepared for what the actual process will look like, sound like, and how to help keep the child optimally comfortable. Providing written guidelines of possible things to observe and related comfort measures can help provide a sense of increased confidence and competence for the parents in this final care giving role. Knowing how to comfort and better understand what is happening will diminish anxiety and feelings of fear and helplessness. Having medications on hand (Emergency kit) prior to the end of life to address symptoms unique to the child is highly recommended. There may be little warning that the dying process is rapidly approaching and anticipation of potential problems and symptoms is key to achieving a peaceful dying process. Parents also need to know who to call when death occurs and when that may be recommended, what to expect from the body when death occurs, and how much time they may desire with their child before calling the team. (Note: this time and requirements at time of death may greatly vary depending on where the child resides. Be sure the team is informed and prepares accordingly!) Removing as many medical devices or equipment no longer needed from the child’s care setting can be a relief to restore a more “natural” setting at home and allow the focus to be more on the communication and tactile connectivity to the child rather than focus on pumps, tubing, and machine indicators.

**Rituals at time of death**

Some families may wish for a clergy or faith community representative to be present or called shortly after the death occurs for prayers or specific rituals that must/wish to be provided. This also requires prior knowledge to best advocate for the family’s wishes, needs, and desired outcomes. Bathing their child once more, gently redressing, holding, rocking, and laying down with the child are all possible tender moments they may wish to share and may not know if this is “normal.” Give them suggestions that have helped other parents and allow them to choose or decline any or all options given. Privacy may be hard to find if many relatives are present. The hospice team can also gently suggest to family members that they offer a time for the parents to be all alone with their child, as they were when he or she was born.

**Keepsakes**

There is much to be said about creating keepsakes for families, but the following will focus on the time surrounding the process near the moment of death. If attempts have not been made previously to obtain any tangible keepsakes of the child before, now is the time.

- The simplest is to make handprints of the child and/or of the child’s feet depending on age. Adding the handprints of a sibling, parent, or close friend can be done at a later time. Allow enough time or supplies to make several, as they will not be possible later. Grandparents and friends are often left out of this process and may be truly grateful for the gift. Also, adding multiple handprints to a larger page of pasteboard is a lovely way to create a “family portrait” of hands, in a horizontal line, in a circle like a wreath shape, or overlapping in a collage design of hands. Framed, these can be a focal point of comfort and presence for years to come.
- Parents may be given the option of saving a clothing item in a zip-locked bag, the scent being a potent way to connect to memories later. Clothing or pillowcases make good samples.
- A small swatch of hair may be saved, collected from the very back of the head or from the nape of neck. A small ribbon can be tied around the hair and placed in a small jewelry pouch for a keepsake.
- Encourage parents to avoid a hasty removal of belongings after the child’s death. There may be items that can be given as gifts to friends and family and treasured or made into comfort bears (to learn more about Cuddle Bears available through Elizabeth Hospice go to http://cccforhope.org/grief/ and click on “Cuddle Bears”)
- Friends may be interested in purchasing a COMFORT CUB® especially when the child was an infant or for a sibling. These weighted teddy bears have been found to be very effective in relieving the ache of empty arms and broken hearts for parents or siblings. (They are also very adaptive to give to children who lose a parent; see www.thecomfortcub.com.) Some hospices get them underwritten by grants or from donors to distribute to families.
- Tender photos of the child, with family members, perhaps in black and white or using the local volunteer photographers from “Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep,” may be planned in advance. Taking photos of only hands is another alternative if the family is opposed to facial photos or after the child has passed or is dying.
- Suggestions are offered and each family makes best choices for themselves, but gently helping them understand opportunities are fleeting and once gone, cannot be reconsidered. They can save or set aside the keepsakes and not reach out for them for long time, or they may be a comfort and desired to be immediately at hand.
- A Memory Box can be an inexpensive gift to family for them to collect a few keepsake items, small belongings, cards and letters, memorial service items, etc. This can be set aside or remain close for comfort and reflection. One for any siblings would be a good suggestion for them to return to when needed for reminders, additions of letters and cards, etc. Photo storage boxes, available at craft stores, are inexpensive and sturdy. Photographs or handprints can be placed on the lid of the box or familiar symbols, or pictures that reflect the child’s interests.

Transitions
As at other times in the child’s illness, there are transitions that occur at the end of life. It is typically best for the family if the child remains in the present location when death is truly imminent within hours to a day or two unless this is the goal and desire of the family. Then it is highly advisable to advocate and take action for this to be fulfilled. Prior planning with options for hospices that can accommodate the care at end of life for babies and children is essential. Successful transitions require a commitment to see the other provider’s needs, issues, and challenges, and attempt to work together to create the desired/best outcome for the family.

The next transition comes when the role of the team caring for the family ends and they will be transitioning to those who will be providing bereavement support to them if they have not already connected or been introduced. It is wise to “manage up” and advocate the use and benefits of seeking the expertise of those who provide bereavement support to be a safety net for the time that follows and help guide them through what to expect, how to address the grief of siblings and grandparents, and re-entry to work force or life in general. A clear plan should be communicated to parents so they do not feel any unexpected severance of support from those they knew well. Nor should they feel unimportant when the time comes to end the relationship from one role to the care and support of the next team of bereavement professionals.

Last, the need for staff to make time to have their own rituals, reflection, and attention to their personal and professional grief and emotions is just a core function of the provision of hospice and palliative care services to children. Those who care for these children and families need and deserve the support for their own needs and issues in order

To be fully present to the next family, as well as to balance the loss with the insights of the many gifts that come from this work, to foster openness and ability to show compassion for themselves and each other. The circular nature of these beginnings and endings can be gently handled and lovingly carried out. If so, it will provide a profound sense of dignity, respect, and honor to the life they shard and the love and grief that now converge powerfully.
WHEN THE TIME COMES:
HOW TO HELP WHEN A CHILD DIES IN THE HOME

Liz Sumner RN, BSN, MA ORGL
Director, The Center for Compassionate Care of The Elizabeth Hospice
Director, Camp Erin San Diego
Lizabeth.Sumner@ehospice.org

When the call comes in that a baby or child has died in the home, it may be a challenge and even a bit overwhelming to think of what you will do to be of help and comfort to the grieving family. Below are some guidelines that may help you approach the situation a bit more prepared and thus more capable of making the process a little less painful for the parents and family.

♥ Most parents may not directly ask for a home visit, but usually appreciate and often benefit from a visit at the time of the child’s death. Just having someone there to help orchestrate the process when they may be feeling overwhelmed and paralyzed by their grief will be helpful. If they refuse, then there are still things to do that will be helpful for them over the phone. It is most likely that they will not need the nurse or other team members to stay for the entire time until the child is taken from the home.

♥ The family should be allowed to have as much time as they need with their baby or child before the mortuary comes to take their child's body. It may seem unusual to you that they would want to keep the body for many hours, but it is a very final step to have their child taken from the home. The mortuary can be notified with the appropriate information required at time of death, but informed that the family will contact them directly when they are ready.

♥ Try to suggest to the parents/caregivers to take some private time alone with their child, without all the family around. This is a very intimate and personal time for them and may help to facilitate the process of “letting go” and saying goodbye. Others in the family may also wish to have some private time with the child to say a personal goodbye.

♥ Encourage the parents/adults present to give any other children in the home or family the choice to go in and say goodbye. Children of most any age are able to decide for themselves if they want to see the child who has died. By just offering the child the choice, it has given the child a sense of control during an unfamiliar and unsettling experience. They will remember that someone thought enough of them and their relationship with the person who died, to give them the chance to say goodbye. The child should be prepared in simple language for what the child will look and feel like, that they will not move, etc. It’s a good idea to remove any tubing from infusions, oxygen tubing, catheters, etc., to normalize the appearance at the bedside as much as possible. Someone he/she feels safe with should accompany the child. If the family plans on cremation, this may be the last opportunity for them to see their sibling, thus there may not be a second chance if not now. The child may wish to go in for just a “peek” or they may be curious and want to stay around. Whatever length of time the child chooses to stay is okay and should be up to them.

♥ Allow parents to have the time they need to perform any private rituals or activities, which may include bathing the little one, redressing the child into something special, rocking, a blessing or time for prayer around the bedside. They may wish to have their priest, minister or chaplain come to the home.

♥ Offer the parents the suggestion of saving a lock of hair if they have not already done so. They may not feel comfortable doing this themselves and may wish for the staff person to do this. The nape of the neck or the back of the head is the best places to obtain a swatch of hair. It can be tied with a piece of yarn, thread or ribbon. The hair can be placed in an envelope and sealed. Explain that they
may not wish to look at it or have it now, but that someday they may be glad they had this small remembrance, something tangible that connects them to their loved one, their precious child. A comfortable way to present these suggestions to the family is to say that these are some ideas and suggestions that other parents/families have found to be comforting. They may choose to do all or none of these activities, the point is to make it meaningful for themselves as a family.

♥ There are instances when the family may want to take pictures of the child after death. They may wish to keep them for relatives who live away or for cultural reasons. A family may ask for your assistance to do so, or they may obtain them at the mortuary.

♥ If the primary team has not already done so, it may be important to offer the suggestion of taking handprints and/or footprints of the infant or child. Someone could go out to purchase an inkbpad, poster paints or tempera paints if nothing is available in the home to improvise with. These supplies are available to the staff in the resource area. Keep a soapy washcloth or alcohol handy to quickly remove the coloring from the extremity. It’s best to try to do the prints as soon as possible before any stiffening of the body sets in. Again, if there are other children in the home it will be significant to obtain at least one print for the sibling to have for later on. Other family members can add their handprints also, creating a “family portrait” of hands.

♥ When contacting the mortuary, emphasize that it was a child that died so that they will be sensitive to the situation they will face. When they arrive at the home, the family may need to say a last goodbye. Rather than have the child taken from the home by the mortuary attendants, we have found that it is much less painful if one of the adults/parents carries the child out to the vehicle and surrenders over their child to the arms of the attendants. Parents have told us it felt less traumatic than if they stood back and the baby was taken out by “strangers.” Occasionally this process becomes an informal processional to accompany the child out of the home for the last time.

♥ If at all possible when the child is ready to be carried out of the home, ask the attendants to keep the child’s face and head uncovered and not enclosed completely. The use of the body bag is very distressing and offensive to most parents/family. Perhaps the child can be wrapped in special blanket and/or a sheet. Sometimes the driver is willing to take the little one partially covered like this until away from the home, then secure the child’s body after leaving the area. Siblings can add a special keepsake to accompany the child’s body i.e. a note, flower, drawing, or stuffed toy.

♥ Remind the family of the bereavement resources available to them, that the primary team will be following up also. Request that arrangements for funeral/memorial service be communicated to Hospice team unless it is private, family only. If visit made after hours, notify primary team of how the family is coping and report on events surrounding the child’s death. The primary team can follow-up with their sick child’s or sibling’s school with permission from the parents.
It is difficult to accept that the death of a child is possible, let alone likely. However, discussing preferences for end-of-life care in advance with the child (if appropriate) and family will support goals of care and minimize the burden on the family when anticipated death is near. The items in these guidelines are prompts to encourage discussion and planning. Some possible scripting is included to get you started. In general there should be a plan, regular review/update of the plan, and review to ensure compliance with the plan.

Imagine that you are a health care provider caring for Maria, a 13 year old for whom cancer treatment has failed. Her oncologist expects that she will die in the next days or weeks. How can you best care for Maria, her family, and yourself? How do you bring up difficult topics?

1. Goals of care
   a. Is there clarity about the child’s condition, prognosis, and goals of care? Communicating with children should be honest and developmentally appropriate.
   b. Are the goals of care documented? A written advance care plan documents preferences, facilitates compliance and consistency of care, and empowers the child/family. An anticipated death should be documented in the medical record as well as a “do not resuscitate” order, if that is the child/family’s preference.
   c. Are there changes in the goals of care? Maria, you have tolerated some mild pain because you wished to be alert enough to go to school. Is this still what you want or should we try to maximize your pain control even if the medicine results in some sleepiness?
   d. Are the goals of care disseminated to all current and potential future care providers?
      When we finish our discussion today, I will update the advance care plan, and give you and Maria’s care providers a copy.
   e. Are the advance care plan and orders consistent with the goals of care?
   f. Is the treatment by all care providers consistent with the child/parent preferences and goals?

2. Preferred site of care: The options may be home, hospital, or hospice. Most children/families choose home, with some choosing a familiar hospital setting. The room should be calm, not brightly lit, cool, and contain familiar belongings and pictures. Many families also choose some aromatherapy. A bulletin board is a good place to put memory pictures, photos, and notes from friends and family. In the past, you have strongly preferred to have Maria’s care provided at home. Is this still your hope? We will be available to support Maria, you, and your children to ensure that she can be cared for at home. However, some families like to have a back-up emergency plan in case Maria’s symptoms become unmanageable or you feel that you need more help than can be given at home. Do you wish to develop a plan for transport to the children’s hospital just in case?

3. Assessment and management of physical pain and other symptoms
   a. Review likely signs that death is imminent. With Maria’s type of cancer, the following are possible signs that death is near: ________.
   b. Anticipate and plan for management of likely symptoms. There should be 24/7/365 access to a provider who can assess and manage symptoms. There should be a plan for who will prescribe medication and where medications will be dispensed. Many hospice programs have symptom management protocols. In some states, the hospice or visiting health care nurse has a medication kit. Because we anticipate that Maria might experience new or increased
c. __________, we recommend that you have ______ medication in the house. Because this is a controlled substance and cannot be phoned in, I’ll give you a written prescription. Please call us if you feel that you need to start/increase this medication. Is there a 24 hours pharmacy available to you if you need to get other medications on short notice? If Maria experiences symptoms that cause her distress, please call us at ______.

d. Discontinue any medications/treatments that are no longer beneficial. As Dr. Johnson has reviewed with you, chemotherapy is no longer helping Maria, and, in fact, is making her feel worse. As our goal is to help Maria feel as good as possible, Dr. Johnson has recommended stopping the chemotherapy and focus on optimizing Maria’s comfort and quality of life.

e. Plan for nutrition/hydration. In most children near death, intake is voluntarily decreased. Artificial nutrition and hydration may, in fact, increase respiratory distress. As Maria nears death, she will likely eat and drink less. This is a sign of the dying process. Giving fluids artificially may make her breathe harder and cause her distress.

4. Address emotional, psychosocial support. Urge parents to have a plan for self-care and care for the family. There should be a plan for which health care providers and other support people that the parents wish to be present near the time of death. It is important not to ignore siblings, grandparents, school friends, and the broader community. It may be helpful to have a designated adult to help provide support to the siblings of a dying child. Find out what organizational support resources are available in your community.

5. Address spiritual support. Religion, spirituality, and life philosophy influence coping, finding meaning, and decision making at end of life. Health care providers should be aware of and sensitive to death and dying customs in world religions and cultures. For the child, be prepared to address their concerns about dying, life after death, loneliness, loss of the future, guilt, and struggles to find meaning. Ask the family what is important to them and how they find support. A trusted faith provider, friends, nature, or any experience that helps them to find meaning may provide support. Hospices and most palliative care programs have staff chaplains who will provide spiritual support. Rituals provide an important role.

6. Address financial and insurance issues. Assess the family’s needs. How is the family going to manage lost time from work? Is family leave available? Does insurance cover respite care? Part of the Affordable Care Act ensures coverage for “concurrent” care but not all states have funded this. The hospice/palliative care program’s social worker will likely be of help.

7. Plan for memories/mementoes. Help the child/family develop a plan for collecting memories. Maria, have you thought about how you would like to be remembered? What is most important that people remember about you? Here are some suggestions:

8. Distribution of belongings
   a. Celebration of early birthday, holidays, graduations
   b. Hand/foot casts
   c. Handprints/footprints
   d. Lock of hair
   e. Keepsake jewelry or ribbon
   f. Memory box
   g. Planting a tree or garden of remembrance
   h. Have the child write a story or paint a picture
   i. Book of memories.
   j. Photographs. Have you thought about having photos taken of Maria with her siblings? Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep is an organization of volunteer photographers who will provide beautiful photographs.
   k. Plan for responses to others who wish to honor the child. If you would like to honor Maria, consider sending a donation to _____, sending flowers to the church/funeral home, contributing to a scholarship for ______.
9. Plan for after death care
   a. Who to call to be available if desired? There should be 24/7/365 access, if desired, to a health care provider to answer questions, provide support, and to be present. Names, contact information and indications for calling should be documented.

   b. Support rituals around the time of death. Ask what religious/ethnic/cultural rituals will help the family make meaning of this event. *What is important to you and your family after a child has died?* Some parents appreciate some suggestions or “guided participation.” Some parents like to have family members and other loved ones place their hands on their child.

   c. Address care of the body
      i. Do the parents wish to hold or lie next to the child for a while after death? Do they wish to bathe and dress their child? If the child is to remain at home for more than 4 to 6 hours, have a plan in place to cool the room and inform the family of expected changes in their child’s body.
      ii. Who will carry the body out of the house? Have a plan in advance. Siblings and parents may be distressed if the body is carried out of the house to the hearse by the funeral home staff or if the face is covered.
      iii. Who will transport the body? Funeral directors can be of great help. In some states, parents can transport the body to the funeral home or to the hospital for autopsy.
      iv. Will there be burial or cremation?
      v. Is organ/tissue donation an option? Always check with your regional organ procurement organization when death is anticipated. Determine if organ and/or tissue donation is an option and determine the proper procedures. If organ donation is an option, site of death may need to be in the hospital so that organs can be rapidly retrieved. All families should be informed of their options regarding donation and make choices based on their values. *I have checked with the regional organ donation organization. Because of Maria’s cancer, she is not eligible to donate her organs. She may be eligible to donate tissue for research. Is that something that you wish for more information about?*
      vi. Do the parents want an autopsy? Even with modern technology, an autopsy can be useful to gather additional information about diagnosis, genetics and risks of the condition in the family, and contributing factors to the death. In some cases a limited autopsy or obtaining tissue for genetic studies is useful. Some families find this information helpful in grieving.

   d. Who will declare death? Rules may vary between states. For instance, a hospice nurse but not a visiting home health nurse can declare death in Minnesota. Be informed of the rules in your state in advance of the death. Having the police come to the house to declare death is rarely a good option.

   e. Who will communicate with the medical examiner/coroner/child death review panel? Determine in advance who will report the death to the appropriate agency.

   f. Plan for communication with health care providers and others. Ensure that the primary care providers, hospital care providers, school, other care providers, and those requested by the family are aware of the death.

   g. Prepare for funeral/memorial service/celebration of the child’s life. You can help the child/family plan in advance for the coffin/urn, the child’s clothing, details of music/song/readings, care of the siblings, flowers, donations, release of balloons, lighting candles, and a gathering after the service. After death, the family can work with the funeral director or celebrant to arrange for the date/time/venue of the funeral or memorial service. Prepare for a way to inform others of the service, your wishes, and memorials.

   h. Provide bereavement support. Support the family in accepting the reality of the loss of their child, experiencing the pain of grief, adjusting to the new reality without their child, and move on with life while remembering their child. Explain some of the emotional and physical symptoms that they may experience. Lay support groups such as Compassionate Friends, SHARE, and RTS (Resolve through Sharing) are frequently helpful. Be informed of available bereavement resources in your community. Timing of self-referral is dependent on the family. Funeral directors are increasingly experienced in supporting bereaved parents and siblings.
Hospice programs and most palliative care programs include regular bereavement support. A post-death visit with the main physician is frequently beneficial. Have you thought about whom you consider your family’s best support? Have you thought about how to answer when friends offer to help? Perhaps you could make a list with items such as providing meals, grocery shopping, house cleaning etc. It is often helpful to have an adult who can support Maria’s siblings during this time that will be very stressful to you. There is an active RTS group in town. Many families find great solace in talking to other families who have gone through the death of a child. I will leave the information with you to look at when you are ready.

"Parents don’t need consolation - what could possibly console? Parents need the tools to walk through the fire without being consumed by it."

- Emily Rapp, The Still Point of the Turning World

10. Care for the health care providers. It is important that health care providers have opportunities for reflection, debriefing, and support. Hospice and palliative care programs should have such support built into their program. Set a date, time, and location for the debriefing.

Resources


Sullivan J, Monagle P. Bereaved Parents' Perceptions of the Autopsy Examination of Their Child. Pediatrics 2011;127;e1013-e1020
CHECKLIST FOR CARE AND CARING AT THE END OF A CHILD’S LIFE

Suzanne S. Toce, MD, FAAP
Retired Neonatologist
Gundersen Health System
La Crosse, WI
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Goals of care
___ Clarify condition, diagnosis, prognosis
___ Document goals of care/advance care plan
___ Document changes in goals
___ Disseminate goals/advance care plan to all providers
___ Ensure orders are consistent with goals
___ Ensure treatments are consistent with goals

Preferred site of care
___ Document preferred site of care and death

Assessment and management of physical pain and other symptoms
___ Review signs of imminent death
___ Plan for management of likely symptoms
___ Discontinue non-beneficial medications/treatments
___ Develop plan for nutrition/hydration

Address emotional, psychosocial support
___ Facilitate family’s plan for self-care and support
___ Plan for adult to care for siblings as appropriate
___ Clarify community support resources

Address spiritual support
___ Address child’s spiritual concerns
___ Determine family’s source of spiritual support
___ Support family’s rituals
___ Involve the hospice/palliative care program’s chaplain as indicated

Address financial and insurance needs
___ Assess family financial and insurance needs and develop a plan
___ Plan for family leave, respite care, "concurrent” care as indicated
___ Involve a social service provider as indicated

Plan for memory making/mementoes, some considerations:
___ Help child determine distribution of belongings
___ Determine how child wants to be remembered
___ Plan early celebrations
___ Make hand/foot casts and/or prints
___ Cut lock of hair
___ Obtain keepsake jewelry or ribbon
___ Help make memory box
___ Suggest remembrance tree, plant or garden
___ Suggest child artwork or story
___ Recommend book of memories
___ Encourage photographs
Plan for after death care

___ Plan for which care providers to call
___ Document contact information and indications for contacting
___ Query about rituals
___ Support rituals
___ Address care of the body
   ___ Offer holding; lying next to the child
   ___ Offer opportunity to bathe and dress the child
   ___ Plan for room cooling as indicated
   ___ Plan for carrying body out of the house
   ___ Plan for transport of the body
   ___ Decide on burial vs. cremation
   ___ Determine if organ/donation is an option and chosen
   ___ Determine if autopsy chosen
___ Plan for declaring death
___ Plan for communication with medical examiner/coroner/child death review panel
___ Plan for communicating with health care providers, school, others that parents choose
___ Prepare for funeral/memorial service/celebration of the child’s life
___ Provide bereavement support
   ___ Support family as they grieve
   ___ Explain some of the physical and emotional aspects of grief
   ___ Refer to bereavement support groups
   ___ Provide regular post-death contact with the family
   ___ Schedule a post-death visit with the main physician

Care for the health care providers

___ Schedule a post-death debriefing for the care providers
___ Provide opportunities for reflection and support of oneself and others
Overall, children account for 2.2% of all deaths in the US and of these, cancer is the leading cause of disease related death accounting for 43% of deaths of children living with chronic complex conditions (Friebert, 2009). They form the primary group of children who are defined as having a life-threatening condition, which means curative treatment is plausible but may sometimes fail (Price & McNeilly, 2009). For families the common theme is to seek and obtain the maximum treatment possible with the accompanying hope that their child will be cured and return to life as it was before the devastating word of cancer reared its ugly head. As I have had the opportunity over several years to help care for many children facing their end of life, I have learned that there are significant differences within this phase for children with cancer, compared to children who are dying from other life-limiting conditions. These challenges warrant an increased awareness by professional caregivers on both palliative and oncology teams, so as to improve the anticipatory guidance given to families of what to expect. Some of these differences will now be highlighted.

Reframing Symptoms

At the end of life the body will experience standard changes as it naturally declines in response to cancer. For example the symptoms of fatigue, decreased mobility, and decreased appetite can be expected, yet both families and professional caregivers seek to try and alleviate these. Perhaps an effort to reframe these symptoms could improve the end of life experience. Harris (2004) alluded to shutdown fatigue where energy levels do not return as the body actively declines. The best indicators biologically for treating fatigue are blood levels of albumin and hemoglobin. As these levels change, the patient feels less well. Early conversations with patients and parents should include which symptoms can or cannot be controlled or significantly alleviated. Mobility and appetite are directly intertwined with fatigue. Patients simultaneously conserve their energy to prevent or reduce fatigue while they lose the impetus to eat due to the body’s natural decline. The necessity to eat to sustain life or the nurturing provision of food can provide significant moral distress for both patient and family respectively and needs to be carefully addressed. The goal should become not to place an added stress on a body that is naturally controlling its decline and ultimate end.

Decreasing Pharmacology and Medical Interventions

As a whole there is better management of patients’ symptoms in the intensive care unit (ICU) and about two-thirds of children’s deaths occur in the ICU (Drake, Frost, & Collins, 2003; Feudtner, Silveira, & Christiakis, 2002; Fowler et al., 2006; Friebert, 2009; Hilden et al., 2001). However, in the ICU there remains the challenge of instituting a decrease in pharmacology and giving a child only the essential comfort medicines for end-of-life care. For children with cancer this can be especially challenging, as often they are subjected to multiple intensive treatments and therapies up until the very end. The medical culture within which we operate places the burden of decision making in the hands and hearts of the parents. The loudness of the ICU environment further places parents in the non-enviable position of trying to say “no” to the many medical possibilities they are surrounded with for the treatment of their child. Palliative care teams, with the medical team, can help to guide families and share the decision making to reduce intensive care with the goal of a simpler, peaceful death.

One example is with the administration of intravenous fluids and the discomfort of practitioners of allowing a “dry” death even though this can be optimum for patient comfort. Education of staff and families about the benefits of dehydration, such as the release of endorphins and the significant decrease in secretions,
as happens naturally with end of life, can benefit the patient (Hurwitz, Duncan, & Wolfe, 2004; Keeler, 2010). On the other end of the spectrum, when a family wishes for the child to be at home with hospice for end of life, there is also the practicality of what they may be sent home with to manage. The focus should be on discharging only with medicines needed for comfort, as the family will likely have little nursing support at home.

**Transfusion Confusion**

Whether or not to give blood transfusions is another balancing act and requires thoughtful communication and support. Parents are aware of how their child’s fatigue is helped with a transfusion and how ongoing transfusions may prevent bleeding. Understandably, they are afraid to face a possible bleeding crisis at end of life. However, if the child is at home, the burdens of coming to a day hospital or clinic for transfusions can outweigh the benefits—often before the parents are willing to accept this. As a child becomes weaker, making mobility increasingly difficult, and as the positive results of a transfusion wane, parents struggle with giving up yet another treatment that has previously helped their child.

**“The Last Good Day Convention”**

Further guidance is needed to prepare families for what is referred to in *The Fault in Our Stars* as “The Last Good Day Convention” (Green, 2012, p. 253). Children who are dying of cancer have an innate ability to have a pre-death rally less than 2-3 days before they die. The child exhibiting a sudden spurt of energy, activity, presence, and where-with-all leads his or her family to believe that death may not be imminent. Professional caregivers can prepare for this occurrence and help families to make the most of these moments.

**Palliative Sedation**

One final aspect of expert symptom management with end-of-life care is palliative sedation, or palliation alongside death, for the treatment of terminal restlessness or intractable symptoms including pain and shortness of breath. This is largely underused in the United States and nowhere more than with children. Most documented research studies about this practice are from other countries. However, children with cancer can benefit from palliative sedation as they often exhibit symptoms of terminal restlessness (Kiman, Wuiloud, & Requena, 2011; Postovsky, Moaed, Krivoy, Ofir, & Ben Arush, 2007). For parents, the challenge here is one of giving up their child’s presence and ongoing communication in order to increase comfort. Sometimes the cost of forgoing consciousness is too high a price to pay for loved ones. For oncology practitioners hesitancy to use palliative sedation may relate to a tentativeness in acknowledging an upcoming death soon enough to begin discussions on the management of terminal restlessness and/or intractable symptoms ahead of time.

For example, a young adult recently was in the active stages of dying and the symptom that gave indication for this was his terminal restlessness. Throughout the previous night, the nurse reported that the patient just couldn’t settle, he was up and down all night, restless, and safety became the biggest concern. In addition, his breathing had become more shallow, tachypneic, and with noisy expiration; he was still conscious and talking, although not all together coherently. As he became more hypoxic, his confusion and anxiety increased. In conjunction with his family, the decision was made to administer IV Phenobarbital for terminal restlessness. Along with verbal reassurance from the team and most importantly, his family, the patient was seen to visibly calm and quiet down. He died peacefully within a couple of hours.

**Strategies Helpful to Parents**

Outside of pain and symptom management there are other strategies helpful to parents at the end of their child’s life. Simple acts of human compassion and emotional support help families find some meaning in this devastating process and can impact their bereavement later. This might include the oncology team’s own time and presence with the child and family to give ongoing support and anticipatory guidance, as
well as allowing families to have someone they know from the team present at the time of death (Pritchard et al., 2008). Addressing and providing for these strategies increases parent satisfaction and can serve to improve their adjustment to grief. Yet a recent study demonstrated how oncologists tend to distance themselves and not spend as much time with their patients when end of life is approaching (Granek, 2012). Balancing professional detachment with allowing their own grief is identified as reasons for this withdrawal of self in the care of dying patients. Palliative care teams can help to support, facilitate, and encourage oncology teams with these aspects of care.

Psychosocially I do not believe that there is such a thing as “a good death” for parents as no child should die. However, Palliative care teams are poised to guide, support, and reframe aspects of end-of-life care, in particular for children with cancer, that can significantly change how a parent remembers their child’s last hours, thereby impacting the rest of that parent’s life.

“In life you try your best to hold tight to your dignity, in death sometimes others have to hold onto it for you.”
-Bono
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Medication Administration
As patients decline, swallowing typically becomes more difficult. When oral medication administration is not possible, sublingual or rectal routes may be convenient and effective alternatives. Absorption can occur rapidly from these routes with the right drug properties.

Sublingual (SL) Route of Administration
Due to the rich vascular supply in the oral mucosa, sublingual medications can be absorbed rapidly; however, prolonged exposure to the oral mucosa is required. This route avoids first pass effects, enterohepatic circulation, and premature degradation by GI acidity. SL administration can provide rapid onset, simple administration, and is generally well tolerated. Lipophilic (fat-soluble) and slightly acidic drugs are best suited for sublingual absorption.

Sublingual Administration of Medications
- Tablets can be wetted or crushed and mixed with 1-2 mL of water. Avoid volumes >2 mL, since liquid will likely leak out of the sublingual cavity.
- Allow 5-10 minutes between SL doses or before eating or drinking to prolong drug exposure and promote maximum absorption.
- Do not crush enteric-coated or controlled-release tablets for SL administration. Only immediate release preparations should be utilized for SL administration.
- Repeated instillations of alcoholic (elixirs) or glycol agents (parenteral drugs) can be irritating to the oral mucosa.

Common Hospice Medications that can be given Sublingually
- Anticholinergics: atropine (Isopto Atropine), hyoscyamine (Levsin)
- Antiemetics: promethazine (Phenergan)
- Antipsychotics: chlorpromAZINE (Thorazine), haloperidol (Haldol)
- Benzodiazepines: ALPRAZolam (Xanax), clonazePAM (KlonoPIN), diazepam (Valium), LORazepam (Ativan)
- Opioids: HYDROmorphine (Dilaudid), methadone (Dolophine), morphine* (Roxanol), oxyCODONE (Roxicodone), fentaNYL (Actiq)

*While morphine (Roxanol) is commonly administered sublingually in terminal patients, sublingual absorption has been reported as poor with most of the drug in liquid form trickling down the esophagus for oral absorption.

Rectal (PR) Route of Administration
Rectal administration may be a valuable route when the patient cannot swallow or when nausea or medication volume prevent sublingual administration. Many factors affect rectal absorption including the presence of stool in the rectum, pH of rectal contents, drug formulation, and rectal retention of the drugs administered. The rectum should be clear of feces prior to medication administration if possible. Alkaline medications are usually absorbed more rapidly than suppositories or suspensions. Syrup formulations may need to be diluted prior to administration since their high sorbitol concentration can cause bowel...
evacuation from osmotic effects.

**Rectal Administration of Medications**

1. Lubricate rectal dosage forms or devices with water-based lubricant prior to insertion.
2. Position child on his/her side with knees bent and drawn up toward the abdomen, which is often most comfortable for insertion.
3. Insert medication as recommended per manufacturer directions or recommendations below
   a. Tablets/Capsules:
      i. Oral dosage forms can be administered rectally as whole tablets or crushed and mixed in water for administration.
         1. Do not crush enteric-coated or controlled-release tablets.
      ii. Ensure that the fluid volume is appropriate for the child’s age and size:
         1. Younger children—Instill 1-5 mL of warm water
         2. Older children/adults—Instill 5-10 mL of warm water
      iii. Ensure that insertion depth is appropriate for child’s age and size:
         1. Infants—Insert ½-1 inch past the rectal sphincter
         2. Adults—Insert 1 inch past the rectal sphincter
   b. Liquids:
      i. Oral liquids can be administered rectally if dose can be given in an appropriate volume. Limit liquid drug volumes based on patient size; typically 60-80 mL is the maximum volume that does not cause spontaneous expulsion.
      ii. Enema volumes for children:
         1. 2-6 years—180 mL (6 oz)
         2. 6-12 years—360 mL (12 oz)
         3. Adolescents/adults—480 mL (16 oz)

**Common Hospice Medications that can be given Rectally**
- Analgesics: acetaminophen (Tylenol), aspirin, HYDROMorphone (Dilaudid), ibuprofen (Motrin), methadone (Dolophine), morphine (MSIR, MSContin), naproxen (Naprosyn), oxyCOTON(Droxidone)
- Anticonvulsants: carBAMazepine (Tegretol), PHENobarbital (Luminal), valproic acid (Depakene)
- Antiemetics: metoclopramide (Reglan), prochlorperazine (compazine), promethazine (Phenergan)
- Antipsychotics: chlorproMAZINE (Thorazine), haloperidol (Haldol)
- Benzodiazepines: ALPRAZolam (Xanax), clonazePAM (KlonopIN), diazepam (Diastat), LORazepam (Ativan)

**Discontinuing Medications as Patient Approaches End of Life**
Often parents/caregivers have difficulty prioritizing medications that manage symptoms and help provide patient comfort. For example, parents may say the child was too tired to take the morphine after taking her multivitamin. Talking with patients and families about discontinuing medications that are no longer essential to symptom or disease management can help reset those priorities. Clinicians can assist the family in making decisions about which medications are providing benefit and contributing to quality of life. Conversely, the clinician must be alert to medications that may be contributing to problematic symptoms, causing adverse effects, or simply no longer have a beneficial role at end of life. When evaluating medications, consider patient’s goals of care; are the medications curative, life-prolonging, or palliative? Effect from medications is not always immediate; therefore time until benefit will be seen from medications should be weighed against patient’s life expectancy. Discontinuing medications can add to the patient’s quality of life by simplifying their medication regimen, minimizing side effects such as nausea or sedation, and decreasing patient expenses. Perhaps most importantly, the process helps patients and families choose the medications that will provide them the most relief from distressing symptoms.
Weaning Off Medications
Some medications cause withdrawal symptoms if stopped abruptly after long-term use. Therefore, before discontinuing medications, evaluate if the medication should be tapered. Withdrawal symptoms can cause unnecessary discomfort for patients. Some medications that should be weaned include: antidepressants, anticonvulsants, antipsychotics, benzodiazepines, corticosteroids, and opioids.

Comfort Care Kits
Comfort care kits allow the hospice team to proactively prepare to manage the most common symptoms seen at the end of life. These kits allow the management of symptoms in a timely manner by often eliminating the time spent seeking orders, dispensing, and delivering medications in an emergent situation. Determining the most appropriate medications to include in the kit may be difficult. The symptoms seen in the final days of life certainly may depend on the patient’s terminal diagnosis. However, there are a variety of symptoms that occur most frequently in terminally ill patients, regardless of the specific terminal diagnosis, such as agitation, dyspnea, pain, nausea, vomiting, fever, and secretions. Therefore, these symptoms are generally targeted with medications in comfort care kits. Ideally, the medications included provide flexibility for administration by several routes (oral, sublingual, or rectal) allowing for the needs of patients who have lost the ability to take medications orally.

In the pediatric population, comfort care kit utilization can be more challenging. Many medications have age restrictions associated with them, making a one-size-fits-all kit inappropriate. For example, haloperidol is not approved for use in children less than three years of age and has an increased incidence of dystonic reactions in children. Therefore, haloperidol would not be the most appropriate agent to include in a comfort care kit for a child less than three years of age. Including medications that are not appropriate in all age groups would increase waste. Medications are dosed based on weight in children; therefore, patient specific doses are necessary. Specific patient doses help determine the most appropriate medication concentration that should be utilized. Smaller doses may need a less concentrated formulation to ensure measurability. Conversely, some patients may need higher concentrations to ensure minimal medication volume. This makes choosing a specific concentration or even volume or quantity to include in symptom management kits difficult.

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) recently released updated regulations that require individual medications be reported separately. Therefore, medications cannot be billed as a “kit” and should be filled and reported individually. These regulations decrease the utility of comfort care kits.

While comfort care kits provide a ready source of symptom management medications for end-of-life care, they can also be a source of waste and duplication of therapy if not utilized effectively. If comfort care kits are to be utilized in the pediatric population, multiple different comfort care kits may allow for more age-specific symptom management. In many situations though, the patient already has orders for one or more of the kit medications. Proactively preparing for the specific symptoms each individual child may experience (including common symptoms seen with his/her life-limiting condition and addressing child and caregivers concerns), may provide more effective symptom management for children.

Disposal of Unused Medications
In most situations, there will be unused medications at the time of patient’s death. Federal and state regulations prohibit the return and reuse of medications; therefore, these medications often end up discarded. Wasted medications can increase hospice costs unnecessarily. Frequent, small-quantity refills may decrease waste, but may be inconvenient and time-consuming. Thus, hospices must find a balance to minimize unused medications without jeopardizing the patient’s comfort.

The following guidelines can be used to properly dispose of any unused medications:
1. Follow any specific disposal instructions on the prescription drug labeling.
2. Do not flush medications down the sink or toilet unless specifically instructed on label.
   a. Controlled substances should generally be disposed of via sink or toilet.
      i. Benzodiazepines: ALPRAZolam (Xanax), clonazePAM (KlonoPIN), diazepam (Diastat, Valium), LORazepam (Ativan), midazolam (Versed)
      ii. Methylphenidate (Ritalin)
iii. Opioids: morphine (Roxanol), oxyCODONE (OxyCONTIN), HYDROcodone (Lortab), methadone (Dolophine), fentaNYL (Duragesic), HYDROmorphone (Dilaudid)

3. Take advantage of community drug take-back programs that allow the public to bring unused drugs to a central location for proper disposal.

4. Throw drugs in the trash (unless recommended to dispose of via the toilet or sink):
   a. Remove from original container.
   b. Mix with undesirable substance, such as used coffee grounds or kitty litter.
      i. This makes the drug less recognizable and less appealing to children and pets
   c. Place the mixture in a sealable bag, empty can, or other container to prevent the drug from leaking or breaking out of a garbage bag.

5. Inhalers can be dangerous if punctured or thrown into a fire or incinerator. To ensure safe disposal that complies with local regulations, contact your local trash and recycling facility.

When in doubt about proper disposal of medications, talk to your pharmacist. More information regarding medication disposal can be found at www.fda.gov.

Summary
As a patient approaches end of life, medications may no longer be appropriate or provide benefit. Unnecessary or inappropriate medications should be discontinued to decrease medication burden and adverse effects. Some medications should not be stopped abruptly and should be weaned after long-term use. As the patient declines, different routes of administration may be necessary, including sublingual and rectal. Proactively prepare for each individual child’s possible symptoms to ensure adequate symptom management at end of life. Comfort care kits may provide a ready source of symptom management medications for end-of-life care, but can also be a source of waste and duplication of therapy if not utilized effectively. Upon the patient’s death, unused medications should be disposed of appropriately. Consult your pharmacist with any questions regarding medication appropriateness or disposal.
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Practice Guidelines: Offering the Baby to Bereaved Parents

Related PLIDA Position Statements:

- **Bereaved Parents Holding Their Baby**: After their baby dies, it is the parents’ right to decide how much time, if any, to spend with their baby, and to determine when and how to use this precious time.

- **Offering the Baby to Bereaved Parents**: When a baby dies, parents should be offered their baby within the context of an empathic relationship, where the health care provider engages parents in periodic conversations, eliciting their thoughts and feelings about spending time with their baby, and then supports the parents in doing what they believe is best, whether or not they elect to spend time with their baby.

Guidelines for the Bereavement Care Provider

First and foremost, cultivate an empathic relationship with parents. Ask them about the pregnancy, and particularly for early pregnancy loss or pregnancy termination, listen to the parents’ conceptualization of this event, so that you are able to honor their perceptions and wishes. Whenever parents see their loss as “the death of our baby,” ask them about their baby and provide care accordingly. Also inquire about their physical well-being and comfort. Cultivating an empathic relationship with parents gives them a caring context within which to process their experiences and emotions, and thoughtfully explore their options.

Understand the benefits parents can experience in spending time with their baby. For grieving parents, contact with their baby can

- validate their role as parents to this child,
- offer opportunities to express their love and devotion (such as holding, kissing, bathing, dressing) and engage in rituals (such as blessing, baptism, naming ceremonies),
- cultivate cherished memories (such as how their baby looked and felt) and keepsakes (such as hair, footprints, photographs),
- rally the support of family and friends who can meet their baby too,
- help them process the traumatic events surrounding their baby’s death as they share this parenting experience with others, including other grieving families in post-discharge support settings, and
- allow for a more gradual goodbye.

All of these benefits can foster productive grieving for those parents who want and need contact, memories, and keepsakes. If denied this experience, some parents will harbor lasting and significant regrets. However, for parents who do not want or don’t feel the need for contact, they may not reap these benefits, and some may harbor lasting regrets if pressed to have contact with their baby. Understanding the complexities of perinatal bereavement and the long term effects of contact with the baby requires further systematic research. In any case, the complexities underline the importance of individualizing care for each parent.

Work to individualize care. Every parent is unique, every family is different, and you will encounter much variety in parents’ responses and desires. So rather than trying to fit parents into a rigid protocol, or deciding whether they should see their baby, or directing their involvement with their baby, ask parents about their needs and preferences and accommodate each family’s process and timeframe.

- Some parents will know right away whether or not they want to see their baby; others need time to weigh their options.
- Some parents will decide not to see their baby; others will welcome the opportunity.
- Some parents will embrace their baby without hesitation, others will be more cautious about seeing, touching, or holding their baby.
- Some parents will need more time with their baby; others will need less.
- Some parents will want to keep the baby with them for extended periods; others will want short or multiple viewings on different days.
- Some parents will find your presence reassuring; others will want privacy.
- Some will want family and friends to see their baby; others will prefer to be alone with their baby.

Parents benefit from making their own decisions in their own time. And if parents decide to see their baby, they benefit from pacing themselves instead of having arbitrary constraints placed on them.

Follow the parents' lead. Be an unbiased sounding board for their thoughts and feelings, offer them options and individualized guidance, address their concerns, and leave the decision-making to them. By listening, responding, and respecting parents' choices, you are
- honoring their self-knowledge,
- recognizing their competence to navigate this difficult terrain; even as they may feel temporarily incompetent, your confidence in them can be a reassuring boost,
- giving them room to make satisfying choices,
- averting the regrets that can accompany being directed or pushed,
- reminding them that they can still exert some control over what happens after their baby dies, and thereby
- alleviating trauma and the accompanying feelings of helplessness.

Practice cultural and religious sensitivity. In some cultures, close contact with a dead body is prohibited, while in other cultures, it is considered the highest form of respect to remain with a body until burial.
- Likewise, some religions specify that a body needs to be buried or cremated in a short time window, which may affect the parents’ ability or need to be with their baby.
- Assess each family’s practices, keeping in mind that they may or may not wish to observe their traditions.
- Never assume—always ask.
- Remember that even if parents look, talk, and act like you, they may hold very different beliefs and preferences.
- To find out their wishes, you might ask, “Can you tell me about your family's traditions when someone dies?” or “Are there any religious or cultural traditions that you would like to observe?” or “It would be helpful for me to know what is most important to you as you consider spending time with your baby.”
- If parents want guidance from elders or religious practitioners, help them receive this counsel, while letting them know that you will honor whatever the parents themselves decide to do.
- As you build a rapport with each parent, you can gauge what types of information and support are welcome.

Honor the parent-baby bond. Central to your mission is to honor the parent-baby relationship, and make room for each parent to nurture their baby and/or their baby's memory.
- Observe and acknowledge the unique bond each parent feels with her or his baby, no matter the gestational age or whether the baby lived after delivery.
- Whether they want contact or not, you can affirm their baby’s existence and importance by acknowledging their baby’s life and their loving bond. Ask them to tell you about their baby, the pregnancy, their dreams for this child, and how they plan to honor their baby’s memory. “Tell me about your baby (pregnancy, delivery, dreams.)” “Have you thought about doing (making, buying, keeping) anything special to remember this baby by?”
- Many parents find it comforting to hear that they have been, and always will be, this child’s mother or father. Refer to them as such.
- If parents elect to spend time with their baby, step back so that the parents can bathe, groom, dress, and generally take care of their baby whenever possible. Even if the mother is bed-bound, you can ensure her proximity and participation—all of these activities can take place on her lap or next to her. For many parents, taking care of their baby is a meaningful and memorable way for them to nurture and feel close to their little one.
Parents who see their baby can also find it therapeutic to play a primary or participatory role in clipping locks of hair, making molds or prints of tiny hands, feet, and other body parts, or making photographs of their baby. Collecting these mementos provides additional opportunities to feel close to their baby and lets parents have a creative role in determining what their keepsakes look like.

Engage parents in open-ended conversations about their baby and their options. When you listen to parents, you are able to accompany them as they evaluate their options, communicate their needs, and figure out what is best for themselves. For some hesitant parents, simply having an opportunity to express their feelings and tell their story can help them recognize the benefits of seeing their baby. For others, the chance to share their thoughts and feelings can affirm their decision to not view their baby.

- In general, rather than dispensing advice or directing, ask them what they are feeling and thinking about with regard to their baby, the circumstances, and their options. It is far more therapeutic for them to gather their own insights than to have you set the pace or plan.
- Ask, “Have you thought about seeing your baby?” or “How do you feel about seeing your baby?” This will help them consider what they want and need.
- Resist directly asking “Do you want to see your baby?” as this will only elicit a simple “yes” or “no” answer.

During these conversations, listen to their thoughts, desires, and feelings about their baby and their ideas about having contact.

- Let them know that they can hold, undress, dress, bathe, rock, and photograph their baby, and that you can provide a rocking chair, disposable cameras, blankets, clothing, a small tub, and bathing accessories.
- As they consider contact with their baby, ask them how they would want to use this precious time.
- Let parents know that friends and other family members can be involved in rituals, photographs, and keepsakes. Parents can find it comforting to be surrounded by loved ones, including the baby’s siblings, grandparents, aunts, uncles, and family friends. By inviting others into the circle, parents are essentially holding their baby inside a loving community, which can help them hold onto their baby’s memory.
- Whether or not they want contact with their baby, tell them, “I’m here to listen if you’d like to talk about your baby, your pregnancy and delivery, and how you’re doing.”
- About their baby’s name, ask the open-ended question, “Had you picked out names for this baby?” Find out the meaning or source of this name, and then ask “Do you feel comfortable using this name for this baby?” If they are considering saving the intended name for a future baby, reassure them that many other parents have done the same, and the measure of their devotion is not the particular name they choose, but the care they are taking to pick the best name for this child.
- If they choose a name, use it when referring to their baby.

When you engage with and listen to parents, you are better able to understand—and respond to—their needs and wishes.

Engage parents in conversations proactively, when possible. If the baby has died before birth, or if the baby is likely to die during or shortly after delivery, ask the parents, “Have you thought about seeing your baby?” so that they can think proactively about how to make the most of this time.

- For instance, you’ll know whether to hand the baby to the parents immediately after delivery. You’ll also be giving
- mother and father time to:
  - confront the unknown and become informed;
  - make a decision and come up with creative ideas;
  - decide whether to have family and friends present;
  - consider their other children, as including their baby’s siblings can be particularly touching, meaningful, and beneficial.
- Remind parents that making plans can help them prepare and can offer guidance to their health care providers. Assure them that these plans are not set in stone, and they are free to adjust to unforeseen circumstances or change their minds and improvise.
Continually assess what the parents are thinking and feeling with regard to seeing their baby. In your ongoing conversations with parents about their baby, listen to their thoughts, feelings, and ideas, and continually assess where they are in their decision-making process.

- What are their feelings about holding their baby?
- Have they ever seen a dead body before?
- What are their fears?
- What are their regrets?
- What do they want from this opportunity?

Then you can tailor your guidance and support to fit their needs.

Utilize a checklist that makes room for qualitative answers. Rather than simply checking “yes” or “no,” document the parents’ thoughts, feelings, and fears, as well as your responses. These notes can help you and your team assess and respond to their needs for time, information, support, and reassurance. These notes can also assist you in providing a comprehensive and compassionate continuity of care.

Offer unbiased, balanced information that helps parents figure out what is best for themselves. During your conversations with the parents, tell them, “Some parents find it comforting and helpful to spend time with their baby, while others decline, and the choice is yours to make.” If the parents are worried that seeing their baby is strange or morbid, you can inform them that some parents would rather remember their baby as what they imagined during pregnancy or as the live baby they once held, but many parents find it reassuring to see their baby and express their love and nurturing in physical ways.

Let parents know that it is normal and natural for them

- to feel a connection to their baby,
- to be curious about what their baby looks like,
- to notice family resemblances,
- to be nurturing—cuddling, dressing, or bathing their baby,
- to want keepsakes such as a lock of hair, hand and footprints,
- to want photographs that record their baby’s appearance and their love for this child, and
- to name their baby.

Reassure parents by addressing their fears or concerns. Parents can benefit from knowing that many parents feel uncertain or scared about seeing a dead body or a baby who might have an unusual appearance.

- Inquire, “Do you have any concerns about what your baby looks like?” Then you can address their fears by describing their baby’s appearance, letting them know they may find family resemblances, and telling them that their baby will be brought to them, warmed and wrapped in a warm blanket.
- Inform parents of their baby’s condition. Even the most fragile babies can be touched and held by parents if the body is carefully and respectfully prepared, and the parents are honestly and reassuringly informed about their baby’s tiny size, discoloration, the delicate nature of their baby’s skin, or bodily fluids.
- Comfort parents by telling them that their baby is treated with respect and dignity at all times.
- Whatever the baby’s gestational age or condition, when you are open and accepting toward the baby’s appearance and condition, this can be tremendously comforting and validating for parents.

Remain accommodating and impartial to the wide range of parental responses. Some parents will know right away that they want to see and hold their baby. Other parents will remain adamant that they do not wish to do so, preferring to remember their baby alive (whether before or after birth.) And some parents will be undecided and may simply need time to recover from delivery and the initial shock in order to come to a decision. Rather than trying to convince all parents to see their baby, focus on exploring the options with each parent.

- Be aware of your own biases, so that you can resist convincing or pushing them to do what you believe is best.
- Be mindfully accepting of all requests and actions by parents, particularly when their choices are different from what you believe to be most meaningful, or from what you’ve observed or experienced with other families.
- Encourage parents to communicate their needs and focus on helping parents figure out what’s best for themselves.
When parents are unsure about whether they want to see their baby, you can simply inform them of their options, address their concerns, and assure them that they can take their time to decide.

- Let parents know that their baby will continue to be available to them, if and when they are ready.
- Some parents will warm up to the idea over time and with your reassuring conversations about seeing a dead body or how normal their feelings are.
- Sometimes a baby’s parents have different ideas and make different choices. Offer them the freedom to pursue their own experiences.
- Whatever a parent’s choices and pace, continue to engage, listen, and support.
- Encourage parents to do what is meaningful to them. Some parents will have lots of ideas and engage freely in rituals and nurturing behaviors. Others will be grateful for your culturally sensitive suggestions or reassurance. If parents want to see their baby or are considering it:
- Ask parents about their ideas of how they might want to spend this time and then offer the support they need to carry out their desires.
- Describe what other parents have found meaningful to do during this time; doing so gives parents a framework and permission to think broadly about what they want to do.
- Offer ideas that expand on their own and fit with their expressed preferences; this individualized guidance can help them consider their options and explore the possibilities.
- Let parents know that they can stay with their baby for as long as they wish, and that they can have multiple viewings over time as well.
- Ask them if they want you to stay with them or if they’d rather have their privacy. Let them know that you are available and how to reach you.

Find creative ways to honor the bond between multiple babies. Many parents are keenly aware of the bond between babies who spent time together in the womb. Whether all of their babies are deceased or some are living, parents may want affirmation of this bond by having the opportunity to hold all of their babies together in their arms. Photographs of this time with the babies together can be treasured keepsakes.

Let parents know that their baby is always available to them. A significant way to individualize care is by making the baby freely available to parents for as long as they and their circumstances require.

- Keeping the baby available allows parents more time to move through the normal shock that can hinder decision-making or blur their memory of seeing the baby right away or only once.
- When you make the baby available to parents, they can determine when and how to spend time with their baby.
- Parents can decide whether to keep their baby in the mother’s room continuously, or they can have the baby brought to them periodically.
- No matter how many days have passed since the death occurred, it can still be important and appropriate for parents to want to view or spend time with their baby, even as the body changes.
- Lengthy availability is especially important for mothers who experience a traumatic or surgical delivery, or who are in intensive care or at a different hospital due to their baby’s transport.
- It is important to have an institutional policy in place whereby a baby is accessible to the parents for as long as the mother is hospitalized and until the parents consent to transfer to a funeral home or final disposition.
- There should be a process in place whereby a nurse, chaplain, or social worker can retrieve and warm the baby when the parents request.
- Follow-up with families who leave the hospital soon after their baby dies is critical, as they may be overcome with shock and trauma, and need at least a day to process the reality of their baby’s death.
- Funeral arrangements for the baby may be completed prior to the mother’s discharge or it could take several days up to a week, depending on the family’s circumstances. The bereavement care provider should provide follow-up to the family and work individually with families who want their baby to stay at the hospital after the mother is discharged and final disposition for the baby is pending. The bereavement care provider can be instrumental in helping families transition to working with their funeral director to arrange additional time with the baby.
- Some hospitals will have the morgue space, staff time, and other resources available that support your efforts to individualize care even further by making the baby available to parents even after the mother is discharged and final disposition arrangements made for the baby.
- Your effort to individualize care will occur in the context of many factors, including the gestational age and condition of the baby, state policies, institutional procedures and facilities, and the parent’s cultural or religious practices. For more related information that can guide policy, please refer to other PLIDA Position Statements and PLIDA Practice Guidelines.

- Respect the process of letting go. Letting go of their baby is a process, and for many parents, an important piece of this process is coming to the realization that the body is empty of life. As one mother said, “She feels different now. This is not her anymore. It is just her body now.” Individualize care in order to give each parent the time they need to come to terms with this reality. Some parents need more time, some need less. For some parents, this process of letting go can involve multiple interactions with their baby over several days. Continued access to their baby can help parents face the reality of their baby’s death within the context of their bond with their baby.

Know that your empathic relationship with parents can aid their adjustment. Whether parents want to see their baby or not, your kindness and understanding are key to supporting parents as they do the emotional, spiritual, and cognitive work they need to do. Providing follow-up care to parents after discharge is a natural extension of this relationship. Follow-up allows you to check in as their shock wears off and they’re confronting the reality of their baby’s death, and you can make the appropriate referrals to local and online support groups, professional counseling, and other resources. While families may be overwhelmed immediately after the baby’s death, it is important to provide written information and access to these various discharge-support options, as well as the contact information for a hospital representative who might be available post-discharge to help with community support referrals.

These Practice Guidelines were approved June 26, 2008 by the Board of Directors of PLIDA, the Pregnancy Loss and Infant Death Alliance. PLIDA is solely responsible for the content.
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Position Statement: Delaying Post Mortem PathologyStudies

When bereaved parents hold their baby’s body for any length of time after death, there is little or no impact on postmortem pathology studies.

Many parents benefit from repeated and extended opportunities to have close contact with their deceased baby’s body, including touching, examining, holding, cuddling, and kissing. For parents who want to have close and extended contact with their baby, this nurturing experience affirms their baby’s existence and importance, validates their role as parents to this child, offers meaningful opportunities to express their love and devotion, and cultivates treasured keepsakes and memories. This experience can also help parents process the traumatic events surrounding their baby’s death and experience a more gradual goodbye, both of which are productive components of healthy grieving.

Parents also benefit from witnessing others gently touching and holding their baby. The tender and reverent presence of others honors their baby, and offers opportunities for supportive sharing of memories over the normally lengthy grieving process.

Finally, parents benefit from having their cultural and spiritual needs respected. In order to honor the parents’ preferences around the care of their baby’s body after death, health care practitioners should ask each family to explain their traditions and beliefs.

Facts to Keep in Mind
When parents hold their baby’s body for any length of time after death, the impact on postmortem pathology studies is minimal to nonexistent. In most cases, etiologic evaluations can be delayed for hours or a day without significant consequence on their being informative. In specific cases, some examinations will be of greater value if performed within 24 hours after death, and the pathologist should be contacted early to give advice. Especially when early autopsy is indicated or required, the parents benefit from meeting the pathologist who shall perform the autopsy.

After delivery and until the mother is discharged, the baby’s body can stay in the room with the parents as much as they desire. When the baby is not with the parents, refrigeration is advised in order to maintain the integrity of the skin and to reduce the normal (though minor) proliferation of any pathogens that were present at the time of death. The baby’s body can be placed in a warming unit or wrapped in a warm blanket prior to being held by the parents. For many parents, the benefits of extended and repeated opportunities to spend time with their baby’s body far outweigh the benefits of an expedited autopsy.

When parents hold their baby’s body for any length of time after death, this has minimal impact on postmortem pathology studies.

- Most etiologic evaluations can be delayed for hours without significant consequence on their being informative, including radiographs, postmortem assessment, and clinical examination, or maternal examinations such as Kleihauer-Betke testing.
- Delays can affect microscopic examination of tissues, but rarely are microscopic studies of tissues from the baby crucial in identifying a cause of death, and these studies are not significantly impeded by delaying examination.
- Even though successful growth of cells from the deceased body’s tissues is affected by delays in obtaining and processing samples, successful cultures can often be obtained even if sampling is delayed for 24 hours after death.
• Cellular growth for chromosome studies of samples from the baby's body will be more likely to be successful if cells are obtained within a few hours, but genetic and metabolic skin samples can be obtained by the pathologist quickly and unobtrusively, so that parents can spend as much time as they want with their baby's body before and after the procedure.
• When obtaining tissue samples for cytogenetic evaluation after an intrauterine death, the most crucial samples are placental ones. These should be obtained as soon as possible after delivery, and most often, the placental samples will be sufficient.
• After an intrauterine death several or more days before delivery, postponing autopsy for another day or more will not affect the results.
• As technology progresses, current cytogenetic methods that require growth of tissues are being supplanted, in whole or part, by molecular methods that don't require cellular growth (fluorescent in situ hybridization, microarray comparative genomic hybridization, etc.) and delays will not affect postmortem evaluation.

Guidelines

Delaying autopsy allows parents to spend meaningful and significant blocks of time with their baby after death, and the impact on postmortem pathology studies is minimal to nonexistent. When parents are able to have extended and repeated opportunities to spend time with their baby’s body, the psychosocial and emotional benefits to them can significantly outweigh the benefits of prompt postmortem evaluation.

After delivery and until the mother is discharged, the baby's body can stay in the room with the parents as much as they desire. When the baby is not with the parents, refrigeration is advised in order to maintain the integrity of the skin and to reduce the normal, though minor, proliferation of any pathogens that were present at the time of death. (Pathogen proliferation poses an insignificant risk to the parents.) The baby’s body can be placed in a warming unit or wrapped in a warm blanket prior to being held by the parents.

When autopsy is indicated or required, contact the pathologist to request advice on whether there are some examinations that will be of greater value if performed within 24 hours after death. Also, parents benefit from meeting the pathologist who shall perform the autopsy. Making personal contact enables the pathologist to reassure the parents that she or he will take good care of their baby, and this contact can increase autopsy rates. Especially when samples need to be collected within 24 hours, the pathologist can give the parents realistic and reassuring information about what the autopsy consists of, and what the baby will look like when he or she is returned to the parents.

For a summary of these and related Guidelines, please refer to PLIDA Practice Guidelines: When Bereaved Parents Want to Hold their Baby

This position statement was approved April 7, 2006 by the Board of Directors of PLIDA, the Pregnancy Loss and Infant Death Alliance. (www.plida.org)

PLIDA is solely responsible for the content. PLIDA Position Statement © 2006
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
In each issue of our ChiPPS e-newsletter, we offer additional items of interest.

1. REGISTER EARLY FOR NHPCO’S 15TH ANNUAL CLINICAL TEAM CONFERENCE AND PEDIATRIC INTENSIVE! The conference will be held October 27-29, 2014 at the Gaylord Opryland Resort and Convention Center, Nashville, TN. A two-day preconference pediatric palliative care training (for new and developing pediatric hospice and palliative care professionals) will be held before the main conference, October 25-26, 2014. Early bird registration with discounted rates is available until July 31, 2014. To learn more and register, visit www.nhpco.org/ctc2014.

2. OTHER UPCOMING CONFERENCES AND TRAININGS:
   a. ELNEC TRAIN-THE-TRAINER COURSE ON PEDIATRIC PALLIATIVE CARE. Sponsored by the Hospice and Palliative Nurses Association (HPNA) and the End-of-Life Nursing Education Consortium (ELNEC), this course will be offered in Rosemont (Chicago), IL, on July 29-30, 2014. Register online.
   b. THE 19TH BIENNIAL INTERNATIONAL PERINATAL BEREAVEMENT CONFERENCE will be presented by the Perinatal Loss and Infant Death Alliance (PLIDA) on November 6-9, 2014, in San Antonio, Texas. The conference aims to provide networking and educational opportunities for those who support bereaved families. More information about this very important conference is available at www.perinatalbereavementconference.org.

3. THE COURAGEOUS PARENTS NETWORK offers a website and digital video library created BY parents FOR parents and professionals about caring for a child who has a life-limiting illness. The mission of Courageous Parents Network is to lessen the fear and isolation that parents experience as they begin to adjust to their child's prognosis, as they manage the complicated psychosocial and emotional issues during their child's life, and then as they contemplate their child's transition to end of life. Visit www.CourageousParentsNetwork.org.

4. TWO USEFUL LINKS:
   a. A policy statement from the American Academy of Pediatrics, Section on Hospice and Palliative Medicine and the Committee on Hospital Care, entitled "Palliative Care and Hospice Care: Commitments, Guidelines, and Recommendations," was originally published online in Pediatrics on October 28, 2013 (DOI: 10.1542/peds.2013-2731).
   b. An April, 2011, article "Financing Pediatric Palliative and Hospice Care Programs," is available from the Catalyst Center, Health & Disability Working Group, at the Boston University School of Public Health.

5. PEDIATRIC CONCURRENT CARE BRIEFING AND IMPLEMENTATION TOOLKIT AVAILABLE. NHPCO is pleased to offer a Pediatric Concurrent Care Briefing and an Implementation Toolkit, available free of charge online. These and other resources are available at www.nhpco.org/pediatrics.

6. PEDIATRIC PALLIATIVE CARE TRAINING SERIES IS AVAILABLE ON E-ONLINE. The online training courses (which cover a variety of pediatric palliative care clinical topics) is available through NHPCO’s E-Online education portal. Sign up for individual modules or the complete series that will furnish you with the latest trends in pediatric palliative care provision.

7. SUBJECTS AND CONTRIBUTORS FOR FUTURE ISSUES OF THIS E-JOURNAL. In the many of our past issues, we have addressed a wide range of subjects. For upcoming issues, we are thinking about addressing issues related to logistics around the time of death and memorialization, and a starter kit or "how to" tools for new programs in pediatric palliative/hospice care. If you know of good topics and/or contributors (including yourself) for these and/or other future issues of this e-journal, please do not be shy! Step right up and contact any of the following: Christy Torkildson at christytork@gmail.com; Maureen Horgan at horgan.maureen@gmail.com; or Chuck Corr at ccorr32@tampabay.rr.com. We will work with you! In the meantime, you can visit archived issues of this e-journal at www.nhpco.org/pediatrics.
8. **READER’S CORNER.** Our occasional Reader’s Corner column provides brief summaries and bibliographical information about journal articles and other publications that are important and likely to be of widespread interest to individuals who are involved or interested in pediatric palliative/hospice care, but that may not be known to all readers of this newsletter. Contributions to the Reader’s Corner typically include an abstract of the publication, a description of the audience for this information, comments on what is special about the publication, and suggestions as to where and how this information can be applied. We welcome suggestions for publications to include in our Reader’s Corner and/or summaries and comments on such articles following the model described. Please send all such suggestions to Christy Torkildson at christytork@gmail.com.

Please note that the opinions expressed by the contributors to this issue are their own and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editors of this newsletter, ChiPPS and its Communication Work Group, or NHPCO. We invite readers with differing points of view to submit comments or suggestions for possible publication in a future issue.

Thank you for taking time to read this issue and for any feedback that you can offer us. Providing pediatric palliative and hospice care to children, adolescents, and their family members has made great strides in recent years, even though it is certainly not always easy and still faces many challenges and obstacles. We wish you all the best in your good work.

If you are not on our mailing list and received this newsletter from a friend or some other source, please send an email message to pediatrics@nhpco.org requesting to be added to our mailing list. If you are a member of NHPCO, the Solutions Center will be happy to help you adjust your communications preferences; contact them at 800-646-6460. Visit the Pediatric/ChiPPS web page for further materials and resources of interest.